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Sports

Teaming up
Wells joins public safety
department at university
See page
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Nelvs In Brief
'Bells Across America' to mark
Constitution's birthday Thursday
WASHINGTON ( AP( — A U.S Air Force squadron in Japan, an
Alaskan judge, and the captain of the riverboat Delta Queen will be
among thousands of Americans who will ring in a "Bells Across
America" tribute to the Constitution on Thursday.
Organizers of the event are inviting all Americans to ring bells,
chimes and carillons for 200 seconds and release red, white and blue
balloons at 4 p.m. EDT, the time of the signing of the Constitution at
Philadelphia's Independence Hall on Sept. 17, 1787.
The organizers say they have contacted or heard from thousands of
communities, associations, companies, clubs, churches, military
bases and universities about participating.
Seven Star Inc. of Lincoln Park, Mich., estimates it has sold between 30,000 and 50,000 balloons so far featuringa special bicentennial
logo of a scroll with the words "We the people" on it, said
spokeswoman Mikki Lymber.
Elizabeth Rowan, a "Bells Across America" organizer who works
for the Commission on the Bicentennial of the United States Constitution, said the response has been so great that "I get tears in my eyes
reading the letters."
Bells will alSe be rung at the National Zoo ancrthe Shrine of The Immaculate Conception in Washington. and at embassies and military
•
installations overseas.
The nationwide bell-ringing will be set in motion by a hand wave or
brief words by former Chief Justice Warren Burger, who heads the
commission that has been coordinating the year-long celebration of
the Constitution.
Burger and President Reagan will be speaking about the Constitution Thursday in Philadelphia, where a ringing duplicate of the longsilent Liberty Bell will be sounded.

Elsewhere...
By the temociaarst Proms

WASHLNGTON — Robert H. Bork, a self-styled apostle of judicial
restraint, is going before a divided Senate Judiciary Committee and
the nation today to make his case for a seat on the Supreme Court.
DEARBORN. Mich. — The United Auto Workers and Ford Motor
Co. agreed to a day-to-day extension of their three-year.contract,
averting the threat of a midnight strike that would have affected
104,000 auto workers.
WASHINGTON — The United States and the Soviet Union open
three days of talks today by signing an agreement that establishes
"nuclear risk reduction centers" in their capitals to decrease the
chance of accidental war.
BAGHDAD, Iraq — U.N. Secretary-General Javier Perez de
Cuellar, who concludes his Iran-Iraq peace mission today, has noted
"movement" in Tehran toward a possible settlement of the 7-yearold war, an aide says.
WASHLNGTON — Medicare premiums for doctor bills may go up
38.5 percent next year because of increased costs of physicians' care,
a federal official says.
— Pope John Paul II carries his message of "one
PHOENIX,
human family" from a tiny but devoutly faittif91 segment of his
American flock today to the country's largest Roman Catholic
diocese.
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Realtors' board busy with retirement plans

Judy Johnston, left, and Bill Kopperud look over some of the materials they are preparing for the possible influx of people into the Murray area. Kopperud and Johnston believe that the recent selection of the Murray.
Kentucky Lake area as the No. 1 retirement place in America will be a boost to the region and the local real
Staff photo h.
, Scott Wilson
)
estate business.

By SCOTT WILSON
Writer
Don Waldon, the administrator
of the Tennessee-Tombigbee
Waterway, is not resting on his
laurels. He knows that the TTW is
a valuable asset to the local area
and he wants to make sure
everybody knows that.
"The waterway was completed
over two years ago and we are now
in our development stage,"
Waldon commented. "What we
have to do now is to promote and
market the waterway. We want to
bring industry into the area and
show the potential of the waterway
Staff

to the different states around it."
The waterway is surrounded by
Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama,
Mississippi, and Missouri.
On January 14, 1985, the end of
one era and the beginning of
another took place. It was on that
date that the \TTW opened for
through traffic.'Under the direction, of the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, construction of the
waterway began in December of
1972. It was hailed as offering
enormous potential for savings in
time, money, energy and
(Cont'd on page 2)

By DAM TUCK
•
Staff Writer
The annuaNerfacmance report
from the Kentucky Depaitment of
Education leaves the Calloway
County School System with a clean
bill of health, superintendent Dr.
Jack Rose told members of the
board at its meeting Monday

night.
The 11-page document shows the
Calloway school district performing at a higher level than the state
average in a number of areas, including college board tests, attendance and drop-out rates.
"There are some very significant differences from our scores

and the state averages," Rose said
of the college board scores. And,
he noted, the state averages are a
composite of the scores of other
college-bound students from
across Kentucky, making the
numbers more impressive.
"These are good students taking
these tests," he told the board.
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"Most of them are college-bound
kids."
A total of 53 percent of last
year's graduating class at
Calloway County High School took
the American College Board
Test (ACT), posting a composite
(Cont'd on page 2)

Plan roughed
out, special
session seen
in near future
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Calloway school system gets clean bill of health
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(Cont'd on page 2)

Don Waldon, left. and Murrayan Z.C. Enix discuss some of the things
happening at the Tennessee•Tombigbee Waterway. Waldon, the administrator of the T1W, was in town today meeting with Enix.
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Forecast
Tonight will be partly cloudy
with a low in the mid 60s and
light south wind. Wednesday
will be partly cloudy with a 40
percent chance of thundershowers.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for partly cloudy and warm
conditions with a chance of
thunderstorms Thursday
through Saturday.

By SCOTT WILSON
Staff writer
If Bill Kopperud and Judy
Johnston don't have time to stop
and talk, don't be offended. They
are on the move.
Kopperud and Johnston, president and vice president, respectively, of the Murray-Calloway
County Board of Realtors, are
making plans for the future.
They are preparing for the
repercussions of the MurrayKentucky Lake area receiving national recognition last week on the
"Good Morning, America" Show
on ABC-TV.
The news talkshow did a segment on the local region being
chosen as the No. 1 retirement
plate in America by a new book —
"Rand McNally's Retirement
Places Rated."
A "G-ood Morning, America"
was in town last week to iniew Don and Carol Pritchard,
a couple which retired to Hamlin
in Calloway County, live via
satellite on the program.

Waldon wants area to know
Tenn-Tom a valuable asset

American Federation of Teachers estimate
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Tony Bayless, of the Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad fought this field fire Monday on Kentucky 2.30, east
tons of
of Murray, at approximately 2:30 p.m. While fighting the fire, which burned three acres and 100
Outland
of
corner
the
on
located
fire
another
spotted
Cherry
Greg
sawdust, another squad member, Capt.
Schoolhouse and A.B. Lassiter roads. That fire burned 60 acres. Earl) this morning, at approximately 5:20
a.m., fire fighters were called back to the first fire, located next to a house, which was apparently still
•taff photo by David Tuck
smoldering. The origin of the fire is undetermlhed at this times

r

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
last wrinkles were ironed out in a
draft proposal for revamping Kentucky's workers' compensation
program and General Assembly
memebrs expect Gov. Martha
Layne Collins to call them into
special session, a top legislative
aide said.
Buel Guy, assistant to House
Speaker Don Blandford, said Monday "the funding package is firm
now," except for some work to
"fine-tu-ne the
recommendations."
Most of the details of the plan
were known last week, including
the amount of money that would
be needed. However, planners had
not decided how all the costs
should be apportioned among individual employers and how large,
self-insured companies should be
assessed.
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Bork facing Senate Judiciary
Committee, national test
• WASHINGTON (AP ) — Robert
H. Bork, a sell-styled apostle of
judicial restraint, is going before a
divided Senate Judiciary Committee and the nation today to make
his case for a seat on the Supreme
Court

statements, with Bork taking the
stand after a lunch break.
Warming up for his appearance,
Ford said in Las Vegas, Nev., on
Monday, "When ; look at Judge
Bork I'm extremely impressed.
Philosophically, I like his approach. He doesn't believe the
Conservatives who want him on
Supreme Court should legislate.
the court and liberals who don't
"He is proba
both agree that the confirmation qualified candibly the most
date for the
hearings carry great importance, Supreme Court
in the last 50
because they will likely influence years."
undecided senators who ultimateThe hearings will draw hunly will determine Bork's future.
dreds of spectators and at least 150
To give Bork a psychological news media
boost on the first day, his Because of the representatives.
crowds, the comRepublican supporters on the mittee moved
from its smaller
committee lined up former Presi- hearing room
into the larger and
dent Gerald R. Ford as a suppor- more decorative
Senate Caucus
ting witness. Senators were then Room, which hosted
scheduled to give opening Iran-Contra sessio many of the
ns.

Calloway...

In other business, the board accepted resignations from high
school custodian Keith Paschall;
and from Randy McCallon as 7th
grade boys basketball coach, as
Little Lakers coordinator and
head track coach. Resignations
were also accepted from Angela
Williams and Sherri Mills.

Sedalia woman
suffers injuries

W.A.T.C.11. event
nets $1,574 after
first night of calls

A Sedalia woman sustained
The "Reach Out for W.A.T.C.H.
minor injuries following a two-car — Fundraiser
'87" collected $1,574
accident on North Fourth Street Monday evenin
g,
Monday at approximately 7:49 Davis, coord according to Ed
inator of the
a.m., according to a report from phonathon.
the Murray Police Department.
The Work Activities Training
Donna C. West, 36, was treated Center for
the Handicapped
and released from the 'Murray- phonoathon
will continue each
Calloway County Hospital after evening throug
h Thursday with
she was hit from behind by a car the board
of directors and indriven by Mary Wallace, 40, Almo, terested
volunteers placing
according to the report.
telephone calls from 6-9 p.m.
West was west bound on Fourth
Additional donations may be
Street when she stopped to allow a mailed to
WATCH.. 702 Main
car in front of her to make a left Street, Murra
y, KY 42071.
turn into the parking lot of Ezell's
School. of Beauty, the report indicated. The Wallace vehicle was
then apparently unable to stop in
time.

Smith applies for
floodwall OK at
Livingston location

sh.

Mayfield schools
to collect 3 percent
utility tax Nov. 15

MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP — The
chairman of the Mayfield School
Board says the district will begin
collecting a 3 percent utility tax
after Nov. 15, despite a petition opponents filed Monday to get the
tax on the Nov. 3 ballot.
"We're going with it," said
Chairman John Waters. -We can-,
not continue to carry on quality
education with no money. We've
got the pay the price."
In 1984, the board withdrew a
proposed 3 percent tax after
enough people signed a petition to
force the question to a citywide
vote.
But this time. Waters said, -I
don't feel like the petition is an
overview of the community at all.
I think this is just a certain segment of the community."
Ignatius Carrico and Larry Pennington, who led the opposition
before, filed a petition with 958
signatures, of which 723 must
meet qualifications to validate the
petition.
County Clerk Glenn Bruce said
it would take three days to verify
the signatures.
The board unanimously passed
the utility tax Aug. 31 and pledged
to trim 10 cents off the building
fund tax, now 35.9 cents per $100 of
assessed value, starting July 1,
1988.

SMITHLAND, Ky. (AP) —
„
Developer Jim Smith has applied
for permission to build a 214-mile
floodwall with a folding section
along the town's scenic riverfront
Smith also has asked for a permit to dam Davis Creek so he can
Department heads at Calloway
flood a 100-acre lake that is part of
County Middle School were also
a $1 billion residential-recreationapproved by the board: Rebecca
business complex announced a
Miller, special education; patricia
week ago.
Martin Wells
Lassiter, English; Bill Miller,
Keith Crim, supervisor of flood
math; Pat Seiber social studies;
plain management for the state
Elizabeth Douglas, reading; and
Natural Resources and EnStan Waller, science.
vironmental Protection Cabinet,
said the floodwall would be the
At the high school, Carol Tapp
largest private floodwall developwas approved half-time to teach
ment in Kentucky since at least
special education; Craig Morris
1978,
his first year with the
will coordinate the weight proIf it's dark and the face looks and the situations tie has
dealt with
department.
gram; Yvette Pyle will work in
familiar, but the uniform is dif- through the years.
The floodwall would have an
advanced plcement on a contracferent — it could be Martin Wells.
Some of those people he knows
1,800-foot folding portion of contual basis and Lois Pharris will
He joined the Department of and knows well — are office —
rs he
crete or metal that would be down
serve .4 time in home economics
Public Safety at Murray State worked with for the
city. Green
most of the time to maintain the
and one-tenth's time homebound.
University on Aug. 1. the same day noted the importance
of those conriver view but would be
his retirement became official tacts as he pointe
Vicky Linzy was approved to during high-water period raised
d out the criss.
after almost 26 years with the Mur- cross of responsibili
teach at North Elementary along
ty
The floodwall would protect
ray Police Department. And he's campus and city police between
with JoAnn Shoemaker at Smith's proposed
.
2,000-acre
still working the night shift.
Wells said the working relationSouthwest. Substitute teachers development of
homes, airport, ofWells, who was the captain in ship between the two
given board approvale were fice building, store,
police -forces
.
recreation
charge of night operations for the has always been good
Debra Kay Buster, Troy Webb and complex and theme
and
conpark.
last seven years of his service for tinues to be.
Teresa McAtee.
The application for the floodwall
the city, finds himself in somewhat
"Sometimes we help them.
permit, filed Aug. 21, has been
different circumstances now, Sometimes they help
us," Wells
reviewed and more information
however, as a night patrol officer. said. -whatever the
Johnston, who thinks that new
occasi
has been requested from Smith's
Yet enough similarities exist to quires. By communicat on rehomes should be built anyway, engineers.
ing and
have eased his transition.
cooperating, we make it better
feels that the retirement news
(Cont'd from page 1)
Crim said Smith filed the ap"Basic law enforcement pro- really for all, of us."
may be the deciding push for inplication for the dam and lake on
"This is a big deal. It could be
cedure does not vary that much
Wells grew up on a farm east of
vestors to start building.
Sept. 2, and was given verbal apone of the biggest things to ever
from one environment to another," Murray as one of four childr
Koppe
rud
and
en of
Johnst
on
see the proval to clear trees
happen to Murray. It has brought
he said, "so I've already had most the late Mr. and Mrs. Billy
and move
value
of
homes
Wells.
going
up
as
the
the community national and interdirt, although he cannot build the
of my training. A main concern for He "came to town"
new people start filtering into the dam or
in 1959, joined
national publicity," said Koplake banks until a permit is
me is learning the rules and regula- the city police force
Barry
Morris
on,
23,
518
S.
7th,
area.
in
1962 and has
Howev
er,
they
urge
home issued.
perud, owner and operator of Kopwas arrest Monday evening at his tions of the university."
made his home in Murray since
owner
s
to
be
cautio
us
about
asking
perud Realty. "This will impact
Wells, a lifelong resident of
home
Calloway County Deputy
A feature of his new job that
too much for their house.
Planning Commission SheriffbyStan
the real estate business as much
Calloway County, patrols the cam- elicits a grin from Wells
Scott.
is his
"I
think
there
will
be
tende
a
ncy
as any business."
The deputy arrested Morrison pus and the farm areas from 11 observation that he "can get from
for owners to think their homes schedules meeting
And the impact has already
on a warrant for fourth-degree p.m. to 7 a.m. He says he has learn- home to work in about one minute
are more valuable then they really
,'
The Murray Planning Commisbeen felt. Kopperud has received
assaul
t, then charged him with ed to enjoy the night shift but the a convenience of proximity. not
are,"
Koppe
rud
said.
"They sion will meet in regular
numerous inquiries resulting from
two additional misdemeanor hours -do cut down on time with speed, since he lives only a few
session
should remember that appraisals Tuesday
the publicity and believes that
at 7 p.m. in the Council
charg
es of possession of drug my family."
blocks from the campus.
are done based on property that is Chambers
His family includes wife Faye. a
sales have already been made that
at City Hall.
paraph
ernalia and possession of
After just more than a month, he
alread
y
sold."
The Murray Board of Zoning Adfixture on the campus staff for is also finding other aspect
were directly related to the
marij
uana
after
findi
ng
the
s of the
"I hope the increase in home justments
announcement.
will Wednesday, at 5:15
evidence in Morrison's home, ac- some 19 years, the last 11 in the work that appeal to him. He parvalues are gradual," Johnston p.m. in the
Department of Military Science, ticularly likes being around
That is where the local board of
Conference Room, City
cording to the sheriff's report.
the exsaid. "Afterall, the value of homes Hall.
and
son Steve. a junior business ad- citement of athletics at the univer
realtors comes in.
Morrison has been released on
aroun
here
d
one
is
of
the
reaso
ns
ministration major at Murray sity level and the wholesome
The Murray City Council will
Besides Kopperud and Johnston,
bond.
enwe
were
chosen the number one meet in regula
State.
other officers include: secretary
r session Thursday.
thusiasm of youth on the campus.
place to retire."
Joe Green, associate director of
Sept. 16, at 7:30 p.m. in the Council
Mary Jane Roberson and
"Considering everything involv
And the Murray-Calloway Coun- Chambers
public safety and transportation on ed," Wells pondered, "I'd have treasurer Anna Requarth.
at City Hall.
to
ty Board of Realtors is trying to
the campus, feels the addition of say Murray State is an excell
"We have to start planning for
ent
take
advan
tage
that
of
fact.
Wells has some extremely positive place to work and my job is
the future," said Johnston,
one
"We have always had a good
implications.
manager of MTG Real Estate Betthat has the potential for great
number of retirees in Murray.
"No dollar value can be placed on satisfaction."
ter Homes and Gardens. "It is goBut, this will mushroom and it is (Cont'd from page 1)
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP ) — The the training and experience he has
ing to benefit all of us."
His 'assessment pleases him
Guy said Monday planners now
up to us to sell our community,"
Kentucky Education Association In law enforcement," Green noted. because he says Murray is his
"We would like for the board to
envisi
Kopperud said. "We are not sellon assessments based on
says it will drop its lawsuit over "His availability seemed to us to be
offer a realtors' service to the peohome and he has no desire to live
ing one particular area. We are established business classificaclass-size regulations because the an opportunity to benefit the
ple in a professional, organized
anyplace else.
selling the whole community. This tions and employers' proporstate Board of Edducation chang- university — and he is proving to
manner. We want to show a co"If my bosses like what I do as
tionate use of the Special Fund in
will
enrich
our
commu
nity
a
in
lot
ed
its policy on exemptions from be a great asset."
operative spirit," Kopperud said.
well as I've found I like my job,"
the past five years.
of different ways."
Among the advantages Green
the rules.
"I think the board presents a
he ventured, "I just might be
The fund was created to pay
The
remai
ning
membe
rs
of
the
A motion asking that the suit be cited in his reference to Wells are
around the campus for a good long
group effort, instead of a random,
Murray-Calloway County Board of benefits for disabilities that could
dismissed will probably be filed the people he has gotten to know
while."
unorganized selection."
Realtors are, from Century 21 not be attributed to a specific
this week, said Jim Slattery,
"This is a good opportunity to
Realty: Carol Clark, David Elliott, employer.
general counsel for KEA.
sell the community. I think we all
James Lee Hart, Marie Hicks,
Claims pending or awarded
prevalent economic troubles. He
The state board approved a new
need to work together and coCarol Jackson, Loretta Jobs, against the fund were $587 million
added that development along the
regulation earlier this month that
ordinate our actions."
Broker, Sindin Andrew Jobs, Della in the 1983-87 period, of which the
waterway has reached $300
provides for exemptions to class- (Cont'd from page
Kopperud said that the board
I)
Miller, Bob Perrin, Mary Jane coal industry's share was $445 size
millio
n in just a very short time
limits. The regulation resources.
provides publications promoting
Roberson, Renee Wynn; from Col- million, Guy said.
and
that
five million visitors used
replaces one passed in March that
Murray and provides a multiple eman Realt
The Tennessee-Tombigbee
y: Cliff Coleman,
The draft proposal calls for an
resulted in lawsuits from the KEA Waterway is a 234-mile naviga- the waterway in 1986.
listings service for interested
Broker.
initial pool on Jan. 1 of $50 million, and state Superi
Even the recent honor bestowed
ntendent of Public tional artery between the upper
buyers. "I think this is a plus for
Other members include Kop- either from assessments already
upon
the Murray area as the No. 1
Instruction Alice McDonald.
Murray," he said.
Mississippi. Ohio and Tennessee
perud Realty: Geri Andersen, Bar- collected and held by workers'
The KEA argued that the old Rivers and the Gulf of Mexico. Its retirement place in America can
According to the two board
bara Erwin, George Gallag
compensation insurers or from an
regulation put no absolute limit on east-west Gulf Intracoastal Water- be beneficial to the waterway, acmembers,there is some sentiment Tom Hopkins, Bill Koppe her,
rud, additional assessment, Guy said.
cording to Waldon.
how many students could be in a way and deepwater ports conne
among the community that the
ct
Broker, Kathy Kopperud, Amos
Uncertainty about whether in"Oh, it can definitely help us,"
class that received an exemption 16,000 miles of navigable waters
probable influx of people in the
McCarty, Jr., Frankie McNutt, Bill surers are holding money, or how
Waldo
n relayed. "I think retired
and
made "unusual cir- providing a national transportanear future may hurt Murray inRayburn, Ann Roberson, Linda much, makes it unclear wheth
people will enjoy things such as
er cumstances" a basis for granting tion system for mid-America.
stead of help it. Those people seem
Salley, Warren Shropshire, Lindy another assessment will
be need- such an exemption without definto be worried about Murray losing Suiter; from MTG Better Homes
"It provides tourism for us and boating and that will bring more
& ed, Guy said.
ing
the phrase.
its small town atmosphere.
has more traditional benefits such people down to visit the waterway.
Gardens: Jean Bird, Don Blalock,
Begi
nnin
g
in
Janu
ary,
Under
the
new
rule,
"There is an attitude around
five would as shipping," Waldon commented. There is definitely an interJoe Dyer, Don Faulkner, Judy employers would be assess
ed
$110
be
the
maxi
mum
that too fast of growth is not
numbe
r of "Most of the traffic on the water- relationship between the Murray
Johnston, Manager, Bill Morgan, million per year
and
the
coal
instuden
ts allowed above the limit way is through traffic so I think it area and the waterway."
good," Kopperud said. "But, I
Broker, Dean Lampkins, Joan dustry, by far the
Waldon, who is in town with
bigges
t
user
of
and
more
detailed guidelines are saves money in delivery time for
think those worries are
Whayne.
the Special Fund, would pay about set for granting exemp
'I'M board member Z.C. Enix, is
exaggerated."
tions
indust
.
ry. I think it helps the entire
Also from Roberts Realty: Max half, Guy said.
hoping to meet with Gov. Martha
KEA President David Allen said area be more viable to the rest
He believes that Murray can
Dodd, Prentice Dunn, Bobby
of Layne Collins soon
Repres
entatives of major in- his group decided'to drop the
to inform her
handle the new citizens. However, Etheridge, Joe Kennon, Theresa
suit the country."
terest groups that would be af- because the new regula
about the progress being made at
Kopperud thinks to comfortably
Durin
tion
g Waldon's 10 years with
is
Knight, Anna Requarth, Broker, fected, includ
ing coal and self- generally acceptable.
provide for the people, it will take
the Tennessee-Tombigbee Water- the waterway.
Vicki Todd, Randall Scott; from insurers,
looked at the rough
The association particularly way Authority, he has seen a lot
some financial help.
Spann Realty: Helen Spann, detail
of
s Monday and "in principal, likes the regulation's ban on
"There is enough of a shortage
Broker; from Wilson Realty: Pat they'v
class- accomplishments.
e all so far agreed," Guy size exemptions in combi
of housing right now that it could
"1 think the major accomplishArmstrong, Joyce Betsworth, said.
ned
classes and its provision for
cause a problem. If more people
Virginia Bolen, Cheri Boyd, Teddy
ment was the actual building of
The plan could be circulated to teacher aides in all classe
came into the area and started
Cohoon, Steve Durbin, Bob
s where this project," he relayed. "This is'
FRANKFORT, Ky. (Al') —
admini
stration officials Wednes- eAmptions are granted,
buying, we could be in a critical
Hargrove, Will Ramey, Jacqueline
a long-term investment and I think
he said.
State
officials were scrambling toGary Bale, attorney for the it will return benefits. And those day
condition," Kopperud said. Rushing, Ron Talent, Theo Tuck, day, following a briefing for
to
find a replacement for Blue
Senat
leader
e
s,
and
there
will be a Department of Education, could
"However,
benefits will continue to grow."
Kim Wilson, Wayne Wilson,
if investors start
Cross & Blue Shield, which cancelmeeti
ng
with
the
combi
ned not be reached for comment on
building additional homes, we
Broker, Janis Hicks, Sharon Wilson
Waldon said that commerce on ed the health insura
nce policy for
legislative leadership on Friday, whether McDon
should be okay."
and Rita Elkins.
ald will also drop the TWW has almost doubled in 64,000 state and
school
Guy said.
employees,
her suit.
the last two years despite the as of Oct. 15.
(Cont'd from page 1)
score of 20.09 compared to the
state average of 18.1. On the
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT),
Calloway graduates taking the
test scored an average of 573 in
math and 579 in verbal skills, compared to state averages of 519 in
math and 483 in verbal skins.
And, while test scores are rising, dropouts in the county system
are falling. In 1985, 3.6 percent of
Calloway's students dropped out
of school; the rate dropped to 2.5
percent in 1986, and fell even farther to 1.12 percent in 1987. All this
came as good news to board chairman Ferrel Miller.
"I wish every taxpayer in the
county could go through this
report," Miller said. "It would
make them feel good about the
Calloway County School System."
The board also set the tax rate
for 1987-88 at 15.4 cents per $100
real property valuation in the
county while maintaining the current rate of 15.3 cents per $100
valuation on vehicles. A public
hearing on the tax rate as held July 30 in the board room.

Realtors,...

Wells joins public safety
department at university

Morrison charged
by sheriffs office
Monday evening

Session...

KEA to drop lawsuit
over classroom size
after changes made

Waldon...

State searching for
insurance coverage
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Letter To The Editor

Garrott's Galley

United Way agencies listed
To the Editor:
It is with great pleasure that we
announce the acceptance of the
following agencies, who applied to
the United Way of Murray/Calloway County, for 1987-88
Campaign funds: American fted
Cross, Arthritis Foundation,
Association for Retarded Citizens,
Boy Scouts of America-Four Rivers
Council, CHAMP (Children's
Health and Mental Protection),
Community/Student YMCA, 4-H
Council, Girl Scouts, Kentuckiana
Council, Mental Health-Mental
Retardation, Parents Anonymous,
Senior Citizens, Spouse Abuse

Hotline and Shelter.
We are especially pleased to have
4 new agencies join the organizations we supported in 1986, making
a total of 12 agencies we plan to
support in 1987-88.
Each agency that applied in 1987
was accepted except for one who
did not have a tax exempt status
which is required for United Way
support.
"United Way brings out the best
In all of us."
Sincerely,
Betty Lowry, President
United Way of Murray/
Calloway County

WRITE.4 LETTER - Letters to
the editor are welcomed and en
couraged. All letters must be sign.
ed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification. The
phone number will not be
published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general

interest.
Letters must not be more than
500 words. Longer letters cannot
be published.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and limit
frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor: The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
420'71. •

Thoughts In Season
By Ken Wolf
In an age when there seems to be
increasing resentment against
foreigners - those who speak
languages other than English and
who might therefore "threaten"
the •"American way of life." We
need to remind ourselves of these

15, 1987

words, addressed by Franklin D.
Roosevelt to a convention of the
Daughters of the American Revolution in 1938:,
Remember always that all of
us, and you and I especially.
are descended from im•
migrants and revolutionists.

By M.C. Garrott

Epitaphs, once stories cut into stone,
have fallen victim to passing of time
While going through some longneglected files the other day trying to make room for some more
which undoubtedly will become
just as neglected, I came across
some unusual and humorous
epitaphs Dr. Keith Heim once sent
me.
Keith, a professor of library
science at Murray State, rides
herd on the Forrest C. Pogue
Special Collections Library on the
campus.
Cathryn and I occasionally play
the epitaph game, kidding each
other about what the one left will
have chiseled on the other's tombstone. I've told her that I'd ask
that "gone to The Big Shopping
Mall in The Sky" be chiseled on
hers.
I have every reason to believe
that the first question she will ask
St. Peter when' she gets to the
Pearly Gates will be, "Which way
to the mall?"
In retaliation, she has said that
she'd have chiseled on mine
something like, "He Just Putted
Out," or "God Gave Him His Last
Putt."

GaRARFITI
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We've come up with many
others in our humorous bantering,
usually spur of the moment quips
relating to some specific and timely occasion or circumstance.
• • •
This business of wordy epitaphs
on tombstones, however, was once
quite the thing in the "olden
days," Keith says, although
nowadays you see little more on a
stone - I believe the more modern
word is "monument" - than the
name, birth year and year of death
of the deceased.
Time and the expense of the
thing seems to have taken all the
originality and fun out of the practice, or custom - whatever. But
the old folks could do it. They
came up with some good ones.
For example, one epitaph Keith
passed along to me goes like this:
Here Des our beloved Hannah,
Done to death by a banana
It wasn't the fruit of the thing
That made her go.
But the skin of the thing
That laid her low.
On another, the exact wording of
which Keith couldn't recall, was
the usual "Prepare to Follow Me"
epitph, to which the family, or someone with a good sense of humor
had chiseled something like this,
"That All Depends on Which Way
You Went."
One poor fellow's stone - apparently that of a "henpecked"
spouse - were these words, "May
He Rest in Peace Until We Meet
Again."
When a dog, the mascot of an infantry company at Fort Benning,
Ga., died, the soldiers had chiseled on his stone, "He Made Better
Dogs of All of Us."
The stone of a dentist was found
with these words on it, "Office
Upstairs," and you wonder what
prompted someone to chisel on

this one, "Talked to Death by
Friends." And, a misspelled word
can change the whole meaning of
the epitaph as was the case with
this one, which read, "Lord, She Is
Thin." For some reason, the "e"
was left off the last word, which
should lave read, "Thine."
And, there was a Mr. Haney
whose stone read simply, "Haney
Haint."
• • •
So much for humorous epitahs
on tombstones. Here's a good
thing planned to help good people
provide a gbod service.
It's the scramble golf tournament to be played Saturday, Oct.
4, at Kenlake State Park for the
benefit of our local Need Line officed at 209 Maple Street.
It is being sponsored by the folks
at the park, mainly Gloria Peck,
who works with activities like
that, and Sammy Parker and his
people at W'SJP radio here in
Murray.
There can be as many as six
players on a team, and they can
play their 18 holes - two times
around the short but demanding
little course - either in the morning or in the afternoon. Starting
times are strictly on a first-come,
first-served basis.
The entry fee is $30 per player $20 of which will go into the Need
Line coffers so Euple Ward and
her helpers will have food on their
shelves for tPlbse in need when
they need it.
Sammy tells me they hope to
come away from the tournament
with at least $2,000 for Need Line.
That would put a lot of food on the
shelves.
The entry fee also includes the
green fee, the player's share of a
golf cart and a ticket to the awards
dinner at the end of the day. A
number of merchandise prizes
also will be awarded.

It's a fun thing - this Need Line
benefit scramble - although some
of the more conservative golfers
may balk at the entry fee for only
18 holes of golf and on such a short
course.
But, stop and add up all you get
for that $30 - 18 holes of golf,
green fee, golf cart and dinner.
Ain't no deals like that at
Pinehurst!
If you'd like to form a team and
get in on this fun thing, call Sammy or Jan Pigg at WSJP 753-2400 -and, they'll give you a
starting time. I just hope the one
you want hasn't already been
taken.
• • •
MY SLIP IS SHOWING: The
other day when I wrote about the
Prim Rose Quartet of 1919, I erroneously noted that the quartet
traveled about the area "in Arthur's Model A Ford."
It should have been his "Model
T Ford," because the Model A
Ford, the second such model made
by Henry Ford, didn't come out
until 1928. The first one was made
In 1903, so Howard Koenen
enlightened me.
The slip first was called to my
attention by T. C. Collie, then by,
as you might well suspfct, Archie
Simmons.
I should have caught this in talking with Arthur Rowlett, who told
me about the quartet, since my
dad had a Ford agency in Guthrie,
Ky., during tift 1920s, and he sold
Model Is.
I remember as a small boy getting to ride to -Louisville in a
Pullman car on the train when he
would go up there to pick up new
ones and drive them back to
Guthrie for his showroom.
So, Arthur's Ford had to be a
Model T, since the quartet, founded in 1919, stayed and traveled
together for only five years.

FOR SALE

University Church of Christ Property
Looking Back

We Use

Aluminized Mufflers
and Exhaust Pipes
FREE ESTIMATES
GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
& SERVICE CENTER INC.

Ten years ago
Beth Boston, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Fil Boston, Johnny Carruthers, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Carruthers, Bruce Horning. son of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Horning, and Tammy Melton,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dwane
514 S. 12th
753-1750
Melton, all students at Murray
High School, have been named
semi-finalists in National Merit
Scholarship Program, according
to Roy Weatherly, school
principal.
Twenty years ago
Murray Board of Education has
released a proposal for a
cooperative educational program
I FOOD
between Murray State University
and Murray City School System
Final action wit be taken Oct. 26.
Country Bacon
The Calloway County Grand
Jury made its report to Circuit
lb
Judge Richard Peck yesterday.
Country Cured
"New Calloway County jail is
$
Walnut
underway at Third and
lb
Streets," from column, "Seen &
Heard Around Murray" by James
Fields
C. Williams.
$ 1 99
Thirty years ago
lb
Carolyn Wilson, Pamela
Gibson's Country Cured
Tidwell, Rosemary Smith,
Marilyn Youngblood, Janet Like,
(Shanks & Butts)
lb
up
June Foy, Annette Palmer and
Linda Lawson won blue ribbons
Baby
for clothing entries in 4-H at Kentucky State Fair at Louisville.
20 lb.
Peggy Outland, daughter of Mr.
Purple Hull
and Mrs. Johnny Outland and a
99
$
Murray High School graduate, has
20 lb.
received a four-year scholarship
in education at Murray State ColFord Hook
lege in amount of $1,200 from
$ 1 R 99
Keenland Foundation, Lexington.
20 lb.
II Nisir
Forty years ago
The Calloway County Fair will
be Sept. 17, 18 and 19 in Planters
100% Quarter Pounders
Loose Leaf Floor building on East
Main Street.
Pvt. Walter E. Shackelford Jr.
graduated from 13 weeks of basic
14 lb box
training at Fort Knox.
'
Bessie Marie Collie has had one
of her poems published in "Rhyme
'n Rhythm," this year's volume
of lyrics and poetry.
I
—
Officers of South Murray
Homemakers Club'are Mrs. 011ie
Brown, Mrs. S.V. Foy and Mrs.
J.C. Brewer.
Mr. and Mrs. Stark Erwin and
Phone 753-1601
We Accept
7 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
daughters, Frankif and Leslie,
107 N. 3rd St.
Food Stamps
7 a.m.-12 p.m. Sat.
have teturneil home after a visit
-Only"Federol Inspected Meat Market In Murray"
with Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ellis and
son, Jim, of Washington, D.C.

.,
1SUMMER

.,

Murray, Ky.
Church relocating to new site at Hw641 and
Hwy. 121 N. Possession with deed.
PURDOM MOTORS

260'

150'
House
4 Bdr

PARKING

••••4

270'
100'

SPECIALS

Wieners

990&

Ham

n99
$ 1 ....,

Limas

1R
....

Peas

Limas

Ground Beef
Patties.

MAIN BUILDING

239

Bacon

$

1946

_
GiBsoN HAM CO.
Li.
Wholesale & Retail Meat

24

PARKING

132'

75'

89c

Ends & Pieces

01

Co

et

ANNEX

PARKING

75'

53

.16-1H STREET
MURRAY STATE
ADMINISTRATION
BUILDING

MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY

Main Building is 89x58'6" — has full basement
full main floor
Partial 3rd floor

5104 sq. ft.
5104 sq. ft.

1904 sq. ft.
12,112 sq. ft.

All Figures Are Approximate
(Main floor is designed to support a full 3rd floor which would allow
3 levels for a total of 15,000+ sq. ft.)
Educational Annex Building — 90'x48' — 2 floors of

4200 sq. ft.

4200 sq. ft.
There is paved
parking for 90
automobiles at
present

By deeds a
total area
of 62,750 sq ft
(1.44 acres)

8400 sq. ft.

Main building in good condition; Annex fair; both have heat & air and

bathroom facilities, both are accessible by handicapped.
Call Guy Spann at 753-2587,the church office
or your favorite realtor.

II
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MURRAY TODAY
CoMmtinitv events listed
Tuesday,Sept. 15
Parents of Calloway County
High School Chamber Singers will
meet at 7 p.m. in choir room of
school
Retirees of Local 1068 UAWAFL-CIO and other locals and
their spouses will have a covered
dish supper at 5:30 p.m. at First
Christian Church.
-Murray Optimist Club is
scheduled to meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Homeplace Family Restaurant.
---Murray TOPS take off pounds
sensibly 1 Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Calloway County Health Center.
---Music Department of Murray
Woman's Club will have a salad
supper at 6:30 p.m. at club house.
---Quilt Lovers will meet at 6 p.m.
at Calloway Public Library.
_
Phonathon for WATCH. will
be from 6 to 9 p.m,
---Calloway County Adult Basic
Education Classes will meet at 6
p.m. at Calloway County High

We're Glad
You Asked

Tuesday,Sept. 15
School. For information call
753-5479 or 753-8141.
---Golden Circle Sunday School
Class of Elm Grove Baptist
Church will meet at 7 p.m. at
home of Mary Hocking.
---Lydian Sunday School Class of
First Baptist Church will meet at 6
p.m. in Fellowship Hall of church.
Healthy Weighs Program will
begin at 6:30 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
AA will meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion Building. South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
John Witcher Young will present :The Life of King. Solomon"
at 7 p.m. at Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
Trinity, conte- mporary Christian
artists, will present a free concert
at 8 p.m. in Curris Center Stables,
Murray State University.
---Wednesday,Sept. 16
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
---Board of T1y,clijj,13n Army
Unit her.CAS`
.
.)i7et at 12 noon at
Pagliai's.
---J.N. Williams Chapter of the

e
t;,sotned
,,
; 753-0881
CENTRAL
CENTER

Who Can Help Me
Plan My Funeral?
"I am alone. No family
members live near me and I'd
like to talk to someone about
making plans for my funeral."
There is help available to
you Our city is fortunate in
having fine, thoughtful funeral
directors who are prepared to
consult with you about planning a funeral in advance.
This service is called "preplanning a funeral." Here at
our funeral home, we can
serve as your personal consultant and will inform you completely about all the services
and costs. After you set your
own price range, we will
discuss music, clergyman,
and scripture readings, things
which are most meaningful to
you.
Because of our highly
mobile society today, preplanning of funerals is a request we hear more and more
often. Feel free to contact us
about this very personal service at no charge to you and
without obligation.

The Miller
Funeral Homes

ikApa

7 OtS
9:00

IR" ol'ilGtHE CDs&

7:15
1:10

753-3314 1008 CHESTNUT

7:00
9:00

7:15
1:10

ROXANNE
STEVE MARTIN
DARYL HANNAH

iI

9:00

THE LOST
B°YS
7:15

A

Wednesday,Sept. 16
United Daughters of .the Confederacy will meet at 1:30 p.m. at
home of Charlotte Barker.
- --Diet and Diabetes will meet at 2
p.m. in third floor education unit
of Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
- --Phonathon for W.A.T.C.H. will
be from 6 to 9 p.m.
---Events at Calloway Public
Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m.; Story Hour at
10:30 a.m.
---Murray -Calloway County
Hospital Auxiliary will meet at 10
a.m. in third floor education unit
at the hospital. A salad luncheon
wIl follow.
---Women of Murray Country Club
will play golf at 9 a.m.
---Ladies' day events at Oaks
Country Club will include golf at 9
a.m., bridge at 9:30 a.m. and luncheon at noon.
Events at First United
Methodist Church will include
Covenant Prayer Group at 10
a.m.; Wesley Luncheon at 11:30
a.m.; Youth Club at 5 p.m.; Task
Force Children's Church at 7:30
p.m.
---Events at First Christian
Church will include Youth Club at
4:45 p.m., Super Dinner at 5:30
p.m., Bethel Bible Study at 6:30
p.m. and Chanel Choir practice at
7:30 p.m.
---Doug Strader from Kentucky
Baptist Convention will meet at 7
p.m. at Elm Grove Baptist
Church.
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include
prayer/business meeting, Youth
Bible Study and GAs at 7 p.m. and
Sanctuary Choir at 8 p.m.
---Kentucky Mountain Mission
Truck will be at South Pleasant
Grove United Methodit Church.
---Bob Jones from Kentucky Mission Board will speak at 7 p.m. at
Westside Baptist Church.
---Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 10
a.m.; Third Grade SS Class at 5
p.m. in parlor; business meeting
and slides on Eastern Kentucky
mission trip, youth fellowship and
children's choirs at 6:30 p.m.
(Cont'd on page 10)

NEW •J1MV ALS
My Damon Love. •

• c•ocodis

r•-e

Dundee
Bedroom Window • A'^.gos
mo.1.4.1. 11 •A•.-10
$erll. 1 p.m.-10 p.m.

311 North 4th St.
Murray
Main Street Hazel

OWES 10 60
Cheri Theatre

Lobby

Happy
9th Birthday
Jamie
Burkeen

We are pleased to'announce that
Laura Reinhardt, bride-elect of Kelly
Crouse has selected her Rayereware
cookware, Baker's Secret bakeware
and small appliances from our bridal
registry.
Laura and Kelly will be married October 24, 1987

Murray
Home & Auto
Z114.7/cLia)
Chestnut Street Murray. Ky.
Phone 753-2571

M-F
9-7
Sat.
95:30

Reinhardt-Crouse vows to be said
Wedding will be
at local church;
reception at inn
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Reinhardt
of Louisville anounce the engagement and approaching marriage
of their daughter, Laura Ann, to
Kelly James Crouse, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Elvin Crouse of Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mra/f Dorothy
Reinhardt of Louisville.
She currently is attending Murray State University, majoring in
English.
Mr. Crouse is the grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. James W. Brandon
and of Mr. and Mrs. Z.B. Crouse,
all of Rt. 2, Murray.
He is a 1982 graduate of
Calloway County High School and
is employed at Briggs & Stratton.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday. Oct. 24, at 4
p.m. at First Baptist Church,
Murray.
A buffet reception will follow at
5 p.m. at Holiday Inn.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the ceremony and
the reception.

Hospital lists newborns and dismissals
One newborn admission and
dismic-sals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, Sept.
11, have been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Hill baby boy, parents, Lisa and
Harold, Box 1303, Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Lorinda J. Murdock and
baby boy, 1909B Greenbiriar, Murray; Mrs. Martha V. Carson, Rt. 5,
Box 245, Benton;
Miss Buffy L. Elkins and baby
boy Streetman, 405 Elm St., Apt. 1,
Murray; Michael W. Treas, Rt. 1.
Box 96A, Kirksey;
Mrs. Christie L. Thomasson and
baby boy, 6000 'Harris Rd.,
Paducah; Euel Lockhart, 601 Pine
St., Murray:
Mrs. Tammie J. Litchfield and
baby girl, Rt. 4. Box 296B, Benton;
Thomas F. Hendon, Rt. 5, Box 363,
Murray;
Mrs. Linda F. Hendrick, Rt. 8.
Box 151, Benton; William C.
Sanders, 1504 Oxford, Murray;
Marshall Hutcherson, 506 North
First St., Murray; Mrs. Rhoda
Holland, Rt. 1, Dexter;
Marshall E. Singleton. Long
Term Care, MCCH.
---Four newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday.
Sept. 12, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Gipson baby boy, parents,
Felicia and Larry, Rt. 9, Box 386,
Tubbs Rd., Benton;
True baby boy, parents, Rebecca and Kristopher, 1511 Diuguid
Dr., Apt. C-22, Murray;
Houghton baby girl, parents,
Melissa and Bob, 915 College
Courts, Murray;
Vaughn baby girl, parents.
Belinda and Michael, Rt. 1, Box
114, Mayfield.
Dismissals
Miss Patti Parson, 1618 W. Main
St., Murray: Mrs. Lisa A. Crut-

You Are Invited To

Wednesday
is...

REVIVAL SERVICES
Grace Baptist Chach
61 7 South 9th Street

Rev. Cloys Bruce,
Evangelist

Second Set of Prints

Pastor of New Bethel Baptist
Church in Marshall County

FREE!
Every Wednesday receive a second set
of prints absolutely FREE with this coupon. Rev. Cloys Bruce

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whitnell

753-4175

a
Laura Ann Reinhardt, fiancee ....
ofKellyJames Crouse

PHOTO COUPON

DOUBLE DAY

Mray Ledger & Times

Jo Burkeen, editor

Service: Sunday, Sept. 20th
6 p.m.
Mon., 21st-Fri., 25th
7:30 p.m.

Church Vans Will Run For All Services
Nursery Available each service
R.J. Burpoe, pastor

eller and baby girl. Rt. 8, Box 7.
Murray;
Mrs. Joanna G. Carson and baby
girl, 309 Woodlawn Ave., Murray:
Mrs. Linda K Watkins. Rt 1. Box
198, Puryear, Tenn.;
Mrs. Beth Ann Henderson and
baby girl. Rt. 6, Box 16. Murray;
Mrs. Pamela R. Hoofman, Itt 1.
Box 165, Mansfield, Tenn.
_

Mrs. Tanya L.,Thomts and baby
boy. Rt. 8, Mayfield: Mrs. Lucetta
A. Rogers, Rt. 1. Farmington:
Mrs. LaDonna K. Harris and
baby girl. Rt. 3, Box 35A, Benton;
Mrs. Martha Mae Gardner, Rt_ 3,
Box 80, Murray,
George W. Barrow. Rt 2, Hazel,
(Cont'd on page 5)
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Celebrates first I)irthda)Kaki Ann Potts, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Potts of Murray,
celebrated her first birthday on Saturday, Aug. 29, with a Big Bird birthday party. Kala is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Martin Bailey of
Murray and Shelby and Barbara Potts of Kirksey, and the greatgranddaughter of Mrs. Louise Bailey of Murray.
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Spann-Graham wedding'tanned
Mr and Mrs. Joe H Spann of
Murray announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Nancy Lu, to William
James Graham, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Jack C. Graham of Bristol,
Tenn.
Miss Spann is the granddaughter of Mrs. Gladys Spann
and the late Cross Spann of Murray, and of Mrs. Lula Hollowell of
Princeton.
Mr. Graham is the grandson of
Mrs. Charles Sadler and William
C. Graham, both of Bristol.
The bride-elect attended Murray State University where she
was a member of Alpha Omicron
Pi social sorority. She is a
graduate of University of Kentucky, Lexington.
She is currently a licensed
physical therapist associated with
Therapeutic Consultants, Inc.,
Nashville.
The groom-elect attended the
University of Tennessee at KnoxvWe, and East Tennessee State
University at Johnson City. He is
currently the manager of Graham
Oil Company, Bristol.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday, Nov. 7, at 2
p.m. at Woodmont Baptist
Church, Nashville. '
A reception will follow the
ceremony.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.
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Wedding vows to be said Saturday

(

Dr. and Mrs Donald F. Buxton
of Auburn, Ala , announce the approaching marriage of their
daughter, Holly Gay, to
Guilherme E. Kleist Constantino,
son of Guilherme Constantino and
Mrs. Maria Luiza Constantino of
Sao Paulo, Brazil.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Sadie Louise
Shoemaker and the late Frederick
Shoemaker, and Mr. and Mrs.
James Overby, all of Murray, and
Mr. and Mrs. Duane Buxton of
Butler, Ohio.
Miss Buxton is a 1982 graduate
of Auburn High School and is currently studying biology/math
education.
The groom-elect is the grandson
of the late Dr. and Mrs. Johannes
Kleist of Magdeburg, Germany,
and the late Mr. and Mrs. Inacio
Ferraz of Sao Joao del Rei, Brazil.
. Mr. Constantino is a 1983
graduate of the Institut° de Ensino
de Engenharia Paulista, Sao
Paulo where he received his B.S.
in mechanical engineering. He
currently is pursuing his master's
degree in aquaculture at Auburn
University.
The wedding is planned for
Saturday, Septa 19, at 2 p.m. at
Auburn University Chapel,
Auburn, Ala.

Nancy Lu Spann,fiancee
of William James Graham

A

Holly Gay Buxton, fiancee
of Guilherme Kleist Constantino
physically ha'ndicapped adults
over the age of 21.
When you are thinking of giving
your support to WATCH., DO
IT, and dig a little deeper. You
may remember the wonderful
telethon that the Lions Club of
Paducah puts on, does not in any
way send any of those funds to our
WATCH. program, and the
center depends on community
You can see that he likes ques- support for 40 percent of its
tions and answers, signing budget.
autographs and being in the naPeggy Williams makes this protion's capital. He has a great sense gram work with her quiet, calm,
of humor. After his speech in Cur- dedicated leadership and the supris Center, Dr. Stroup entertained port of an outstanding staff and
him with a real country dinner in board.
the Commonwealth Room • • •
would you believe country ham,
Dr. Billy Hurt of Frankfort, son
cheese grits and apple cobbler - of Geneva Hurt and brother of
he truly was entranced with the Larry Hurt and Patsy
Kentucky food.
McReynolds, is a wonderful addiMost of us who listened to tion to the MSU Board of Regents.
Representative Kennedy felt that His love for Murray State runs
we were listening to a man who deep and wide.
would one day make the big run
• • •
for the White House.
The Rand-McNally announce• • •
Event that Murray and Kentucky
Fund-raising activities are Lake is the number one retireunderway at WATCH., and ment place in the United States
Peggy Williams, the executive comes as no surprise to all of us
director, is right in the middle of who were born in Western Kenthe big job. The Murray-Calloway tucky. Where else can you play
County Mental Health and Mental golf and tennis very easily, see a
Retardation Center operates a college football game land have
Work Activities Training Center your team win), then spend a day
for the Handicapped designed to on the water at Kentucky Lake.
provide training for mentally and We've got it good and we know it.

Rainey's
Day
ByAiinev Apperson
Joseph Patrick Kennedy II
came to Murray on Saturday and
made us all believe that he invented the word "charisma."
Rep. Carroll Hubbard brought
34-year-old Joe Kennedy, congressman from Brighton, Mass.,
to the campus of Murray State
University.
Dr Kala Stroup, her staff and
about 300 people gave him a warm
welcome. This father of 6-year-old
twin sons relishes his new job and
wants to make a significant contribution in the U.S. House of
Representatives. His enthusiasm
is almost contagious.
He is very much like Most
family-oriented fathers, he worries because he does not have
enough time to spend with his
wife. Sheila, and the boys, Matt
and Joe. He says he tries very
hard to be home at night to eat dinner with them and put them to bed,
so therefore he has to skip some
demands on his time.

Your Individual Horoscope

Frances Drake

FOR WEDNESDAY,SEPTEMBER 16, 1987
ARIES
ship qualities bring you success in
(Mar 21 to Apr 19)
group affairs
Romance brings happiness in LIBRA
coming weeks. Revise a domestic (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
plan, then work on it. Avoid squabYou want to complete things now.
bles about little things with loved Don't rush. In fart, you'll benefit from
ones.
extra research regarding a career
TAURUS
endeavor. Be close-mouthed.today.
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
SCORPIO
You're derisive in romance and (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
take the lead in making leisure plans.
It's never too late for selfBe careful with job details. Delays are improvement and you may investilikely regarding business agreements. gate a.course of study today. Get in
GEMINI
touch with distant friends. Make final
(May 21 to June 20)
arrangements regarding a trip.
Although home may be the center SAGITTARIUS
of activity tonight, you're entering a (Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
period when you'll be going out more.
Seize the moment regarding a
Watch judgment regarding spending. career development. Social life accelCANCER
erates in the coming weeks. A small
(June 21 to July 22)
disagreement could occur with a
A hobby captures your interest, friend over a financial matter.
today. Its a good day for contacting CAPRICORN
others, but try not to be critical of (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
family members. You'll be entertainIn the coming weeks you'll do a bit
ing more in the coming weeks. '
of self-promotion by mixing business
LEO
with pleasure. The accent is on
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
partnerships today.
Pleasant travel is in store for you.
Complete unfinished tasks today. AQUARIUS
Don't rush. Pay attention to details. (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
One business matter is brought to
VIRGO
completion now. For a short while,
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
You'll win friends and influence you rest on your laurels. You'll soon
others if you refrain from arguing be inspired again to strive towards
over unimportant matters. Leader- other objectives

PISCES
41.x.
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
Watch judgment regarding the use
of credit. Otherwise, you should have
a great time with a date or socializing
with others. Don't mix business with
pleasure.
IF BORN TODAY,you are a natural
critic of society and its values. You
often serve the community in some
advisory capacity and would make a
fine lawyer, teacher or therapist. To
insure harmony in your personal life,
let others know how you feel.
Sometimes you keep too much to
yourself. You should specialize in
what you do and Are sometimes
known as a connoisseur. Writing,
theater, science and religion may also
appeal to you. Birthdate of: Lauren
Racal!, actress; Rosie Casals, tennis
player; and Allen Punt. TV personality.
When freezing temperatures are
forecast in Florida, strawberry
plants are sprayed with water to
encase them in ice, which releases
heat as it forms and allows them to
survive while air temperature
falls lower.

Tony Boyd, Agent

Call 753.5842 for your quota today

Hospital...
((boccifrom page 4)
James R. Lee, Rt. 6, Box 348,
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Helen Lee
Hodges, Rt. 6, Box 235, Murray;
Mrs. Eva C. Hooks, 303 Spring
Rd., Cadiz; Mrs. Eulala L. McCarty, 1010 Doran Rd., Murray;
Toy W. Grooms, 702 South Ninth
St., Murray; Neal B. Brooks, Rt.
1, Box 141, Farmington;
Mrs. Imogene Falwell, Rt. 7,
Box 124, Murray; Mrs. Novalee
Nimmo, Rt. 4, Benton; Mrs. Hilda
V. Duncan, Rt. 3, Murray.
---Murray -Calloway County
Hospital has released the
dismissals for Sunday, Sept. 13. No
newborn admissions were listed.
Dismissals
Mrs. Lisa K. Hill and baby boy,
Box 103, Murray; Mrs. Jean M.
Wimberley, Rt. 1, Box 114,
Buchanan, Tenn.;
Miss Catherine Lee Jenkins and
baby girl, 1707 College Farm Rd.,
Murray; Paul Cunningham, Rt, 1,
Murray;
Mrs. Sharon L. Wilson and baby
boy, Rt. 5, Box 152, Murray;
William R. Galloway, Rt. 1, Box
109, Sedalia;
Mrs. Sharon Prescott, C-2 Coach
Estates, Murray; Mrs. Lona V.
Hardy, Rt. 9, Box 330, Benton;
Mrs. Ethel M. Johnson, Box 247,
Paris, Tenn.; Miss Lorene Swann,
Box 415, Murray;
Mrs. Beulah B. Brown, Rt. 1,
Box 237, Kirksey; Mrs. Marie Emma Weather, Rt. 5, Box 135,
Murray;
Mrs. Velma M. Copeland, Rt, 1,
Box 227, Kirksey; Mrs. Zetta B.
Bryan, Rt. 1, Box 80C, Dover,
Tenn.;
Mrs. Annette M. Clayton, Rt. 3,
Box 179, Paris, Tenn.

Italian
Spaghetti Special

Board meeting on ThursdaP
The 21st annual dinner meeting of the Western Kentucky Regional
Mental Health/Mental Retardation Board, Inc., will be Thursday, Sept.
17, at Executive Inn RiverFront, Paducah. The board will meet at 6:45
p.m. in the Texas Room.The dinner and program will follow at 7:30 p.m.
in International Room D. Tickets are $12 and reservations may be made
through today, Tuesday( by call Ginny Park Hutson at 1-442-7121.

Pack 76 will meet at North
Pack 76 of North Calloway Elementary School will hold its first pack
meeting of the 1987-88 school year on Thursday, Sept. 17, at 6 p.m. at the
school. Parents and others interested are invited to attend, according to
Douglas G. Vander Molen, Cubmaster.

First District PTA to meet
The 61st Annual Fall Conference of First District of Kentucky ParentTeacher Congress will be held Thursday, Sept. 17, at Fancy Farm
Elementary School. Registration will begin at 6:30 p.m. and the meeting
at 7 p.m. Mrs. Jane Boyer, Kentucky PTA president, will be the guest
speaker. State and district awards will be given out at this time. An
award will be given to the school with the most delegates attending.

Tennis play on Thursday
Thursday Group of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club will play
Thursday, Sept. 19, at 9 a.m. at the club courts. The line-up is as follows:
Court One - Lois Keller, Nancy Whitmer, Rainey Apperson and Peggy
Billington; Court Two - Sharon Brown, Sharon Wells, Sheila Farmer
and Jeanetta Williams; Court Three - Marilyn Adkins, Brenda Marquardt, Martha Andrus and Patsy Miller.

UDC Chapter will meet
The J.N. Williams Chapter of the United Daughters of the .Confederacy will open the 1987-88 chapter year with a meeting on Wednesday, Sept. 16, at 1:30 p.m. in the home of Mrs. William Barker, 900 Main
St., Murray. Mrs. Ed Davis, president, urges all members and interested persons to attend.

I

Couple married 50 years

1

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Alton are today, Sept. 15, celebrating their 50th
wedding anniversary.
They were married on this day in 1937 at the Henry County Court
House in Paris, Tenn.
Mrs. Alton is the former Velda Sanders.
They have four children - Jimmy Alton, Paris, Tenn., Janice Hasty,
Honolulu, Hawaii, and Nita White and Rita Cunningham of Hazel.
The occasion will be celebrated with a family dinner.

Newest Releases
In September

CASLE
V181 N

*Hoosiers
*Blind Date
* Mannequin
* Burgular
*Police Academy IV
*Ernest Goes To Camp
Many, many more!'

MURRAY CABLEVISION

SHOWTIME

Dixieland Center

753.7731

Mon

- Fri

830am -5pm
753-5005

After Hours & Weekends
Call 753.8144
Remember Maintenance Calls
Are Always FREE

COME
To The

TENT REVIVAL
At The

OLD CONCORD SCHOOL
Sept. 14-18 7:30 p.m.
Special Singing Every Night

4it

Bro. Raford Herrin-Evangelist

$1 49

ONLY
With Garlic Bread

302 N. 12th St.
*Crop
•Life & Health
*Commercial
'Auto

Pawnee Bedwell, president,
presided at the last meeting of
Wadesboro Homemakers Club
held at Sirloin Stockade. She also
presented the lesson on "Fibers,
Fabrics and the Consumer."
The devotion on "Heavenly
Grocery Store" was presented by
Ann Darnell who along with Grace
Parker presented a lesson on "Attractive Quick Nutritious Meals."
Elaine Collins gave the landscape notes. Nine members were
present.
The club will meet Thursday,
Sept. 17, at Sirloin Stockade.
Lunch will be at 11:30 a.m. and the
meeting will start at 1 p.m. All
members and visitors are invited,
Mrs. Bedwell said.

DATEBOOK

New Concord, Ky.

WESTERN KENTUCKY INS.
TONY BOYD AGENCY
•Bonds
•Homeowners
•Farmowners
•Mobile Homes

Pawnee Bedwell
%
gives lesson
at club meeting

Inside Dining Only

E

99 SPECIAL FOR KIDS

Salad 59 Extra
free Refills On Drinks
i

Wednesday 11 AM-10 PM
You can't oat this won at home for this price

Elizabethtown, Ky.
Bro. James Fortner & Bro. James Tacker

Host Pastors
Sponsored by Emmanuel Baptist Church, Murray, Ky.
In cooperation with Bethany Baptist Church, New Concord, Ky.
For Moro Information Coll733-3292 or 436-2134

•-t
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No big
surprise

kicking around a new idea

Lendl only one
shocked by win
By The Associated Press

The Murray and Calloway County girls intramural soccer teams met yesterday. While girls soccer is not a varsity sport, the two local schools are getting the ball rolling by boasting the only intramural programs in western Kentucky. The teams hope that varsity programs will soon
follow.
If effort is a criteria, there should be no problem.
e.tatt photos b% (l)1% Nailer

Alexander becoming 'rear Tiger, Cards miss opportunity
American
By The Associated Press

Since coming to Detroit in an
Aug. 12 trade, pitcher Doyle Alexander has been a real Tiger.
As long as you're hitting the
corners like Alexander is, he's going to be successful," said Boston
outfielder Jim Rice, who went
hitless in three at-bats against
Alexander in a 3-0 loss to the
Tigers Monday night. "He doesn't
have to challenge you."
Alexander scattered eight hits
and twice worked out of basesloaded situations in seven innings
to improve his record to 6-0 since
the Tigers acquired him from the
Atlanta Braves. The right-hander

got hitting and fielding support
from Kirk Gibson, who drove in
Detroit's first run and cut down
two runners at the plate from left
field.
Alexander struck out four and
walked four before getting relief
help for the last two innings from
Mike Henneman. who earned his
fifth save.
Blue Jays 18, Orioles 3
Ernie Whitt hit three of
Toronto's major-league record 10
home runs as the Blue Jays rolled
past Baltimore.
Overshadowed in the Blue Jays'
hitting binge was the end of shortstop Cal Ripken's onsecutiveinning streak for Baltimore. That
was stopped at 8,243 when he was
replaced defensively in the eighth
inning.
The Blue Jays broke the record
of eight homers in a game set by

SCOREBOARD
THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
901 SYCAMORE

753-8355

California at Kansas City, ,n
Oakland at Texas. , n1
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
Pct.
L
GB
St Louis
83 59
585 New York
82 61
573
1%
Montreal
81
61
570 2
Philadelphia
72 71
503 11%
Chicago
70 72
493 13
Pittsburgh
66
75
176 15%
West Division
118
L
Pct.
GB
San Francisco
78 66
542 Houston
71
72
497 6%
Cincinnati
71
493
73
7
Atlanta
62 80
437 15
Los Angeles
60 83
420 17%
San Diego
59 84
413 1884
Monday's Games
New York 8. Chicago 5
Philadelphia 3, St Louis 2. 11 Innings
Montreal 6. Pittsburgh 4. 14 innings
Atlanta 3. Cincinnati 2
Houston 8. Los Angeles 1
San Francisco 4, San Diego 3
Tuesday's Gaines
Cincinnati (Robinson 6.4
at Atlanta
(Palmer 8-10;
Chicago I f.faddux 6.11) at New York I Fe r
nandez 10-8). In)
St Louts (Forsch 10-51 at Philadelphia
I K.Gross 8-13 I. In)
Montreal (Heaton 12-71 at Pittsburgh
I Blelecki 1-2), in)
Houston (Kriepper 8-141 at Los Angeles
(Belcher 1.1). in)
San Diego (Nolte 2-31 at San Francisco
Hammaker 9-101. In)
Wednesday's Games
Houston at San Francisco
New York at Montreal. In I
Chicago at Philadelphia,
)
St Louis at Pittsburgh. In)
Atlanta at San Diego, I n
Only games scheduled

Chicago proves
capability with
impressive win

Football

"SPECIALS - OF - THE - WEEK"

Turbine
Vents

MSU ranked third
after lopsided win

Roof
Coating

$1995 $2295
1>Z.1

8'x12'
Storage Building
$54900

MHS

9 Notre Dame
519 I.,
1-0-0
10 Washington
2-0-0
608 1.
II. Alabama
2-0-0
563 III
LI. Arkan /18.8
556 (.4
1-0-0
13. UCLA
3
550
1-1-0
14, Tennessee
34-0
525 14
15 Arizona State
1-0-0
434 15
16. Pittsburgh
2-0-0
286 1,,
17 Michigan St
1-0-0
251 17
18 Georgia
2-0-0
187 20
19 Michigan
0-1-0
183 9
20 Penn State
140 II
1-1-0
.• Other receiving votes Iowa 33, Boston
College 25. Texas AkM IS. South Carolina 23.
Syracuse 14. Oklahoma St 5, Indiana 3.
Eastern mi, hlgan 1, Florida I, Oregon I

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE

?Von Hayes and Greg Jelks
almost pulled a boner that would
have made New York fans forget
Fred Merkle.
Mike Schmidt hit a fly-ball
single over a drawn-in outfield in
the bottom of the 11th inning Monday night, giving the Philadelphia
Phillies a 3-2 victory over the St.
Louis Cardinals Monday night
But the Cardinals missed an opBy The Associated Preget
portunity to get out of the inning
without a run being scored when
CHICAGO - Mike Tomczak,
they failed to notice that Hayes
Dennis McKinnon and the Chicago
and Jelks. on first and second, fail- Bears
defense had something to
ed to advance one base before prove.
They did it with such
leaving the field.
vicious determination that they
That's the same mental error left the
Super Bowl champion New
that Merkle made in a game on York Giants dumbfoun
ded.
Sept. 23, 1908, ultimately costing
Tomczak threw touchdown
the New York Giants a pennant.
passes of 42 and 56 yards. McKinThe umpires stayed on the field, non
came off of a one-year layoff
giving the Cardinals a chance to
with a team-record 94-yard punt
tag the runners and nullify the return
for a touchdown and the
game-winning run.. but St. Louis defense
registered eight sacks for
never made a move. Finally,
losses of 53 yards in a 34-19 rout of
Hayes and Jelks went back and the Giants
Monday night.
touched the respective bases.
The much-heralded battle of the
Mets 6, Cubs 5
two previous Super Bowl chamNew York overcame three
pions turned into an unexpected
Chicago homers as Gary Carter, rout.
Darryl Strawberry and Keith Her"Take away the blocked punt
nandez drove in two runs apiece
and the interception and what did
for the Mets, who climbed within
Cash & Carry
they have?" said McKinnon, who
11.
2 games of the Cardinals in the
sale
sat out 1986 because of a knee
NL East.
500 S. 4th St. 753-6450
surgery.
Ends
Rick Aguilera, 9-2, pitched six
Mon-Fri 7-5 Sat. 8-12
Monday
Viso-NC-Discover
innings for his sixth straight victory. Jesse Orosco allowed one hit
in the final three innings for his
15th save.
Giants 4. Padres 3
San Francisco took a 61.
2-game
Silver Dollar
lead in the West when Jose Uribe
Lomanco
Aluminum
lined a one-out homer in the botStaff Report
tom of the ninth inning to beat San
The cries of "We're number
Diego.
one!" haven't begun just yet, but
Expos 6, Pirates 4
Hubie Brooks lined a two-run the Murray State Racers are
double in the 14th inning as Mon- heading in the right direction.
MSU, ranked 12th among Divitreal pulled within two games of
sion
I-AA schools in the AP's
St. Louis and ended Pittsburgh's
preseason
poll, has moved to third
seven-game winning streak.
Mike Fitzgerald started the 14th after the Racers trounced
Southeast Missouri 30-12
Base Included
with a single off Bret Gideon, 1-5.
5 Gallon
Saturday
After a sacrifice, Tim Raines was
5.
The Racers are ranked behind
intentionally walked, setting
Nevada-Reno
and Holy Cross
Brooks' double to left-center off
Short on Winter Storage?
Northwes
Louisiana
t
is ranked
Tim Drummond.
fourth and OVC rival Middle TenAstros 8, Dodgers 1
Houston broke an eight-game nessee State is fifth.
Maine, Appalachian State, Norroad
losing streak and moved into
'1
second place in the West as Kevin theast Louisiana, William and
Bass drove in four runs with a two- Mary and Furman round out the
run homer and three singles and Top 10.
MSU travels to Western Kenlit
Gerald Young had four hits and
Saturday.
tucky
four stolen bases against Los
>7
!
.
Angeles.
Braves 3, Reds 2
Delivery Available
junior varsity
Atlanta got two runs in the
Cash & Carry
seventh inning on Albert Hall's wins in triple OT
run-scoring double, his stolen base
Staff Report
and Dale Murphy's sacrifice fly.
Murrray High's junior varsity
8' Treated
football team survived three overBig "0"
times and a Mayfield rally to beat
the Cardinals 28-22 last night.
Baseball Cards
The Tigers got touchdowns from
Will be closed Sat., 19th and
Rob Danner, Chip Farmer and
2x4-92%"
Sun., 20th due to our attenChandler Stroup who caught a
dance to the HOF Baseball
30-yard TD pass from Danner.
Card Show in Atlanta, GA.
Farmer and Jon Burkeen added
Regular hours will resume on
two-point conversions.
Mon. 21st.
Danner, who score Murray's
•Wirmei of Hank Aaron autograph photo
touchdown won the game on a
first
Scoff Earwood th,s ..4e* s drawing is fof
one-yard run and the Tiger
a 1906 TOPPS
finr
defense shut down Mayfield to
,SOO Maple
759-1214
claim the win.

LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC.

Football
The- Tep Twenty
By The Am.:whaled Press
The Top Twenty teams In the Associated
Press college football poll. with test-place
votes in parentheses. record through Sept
1 4 , total points based on
20-19.18-17 16-15.14-13-12-11-10-9-8-74-5-4-5-2-1
voting and last week's ranking
Record Pte 'vs
1 Oklahoma (54)
2-0-0
1.19& 1
2 Nebraska
161
2-0-0
1.127
2
3 Auburn
2-0-0
1,027
4
4 US!'
2-0-0
926 6
5 Ohio State
14-0
008 5
6 Miami Fla
1.0-0
873 7
Florida
7
State
2-0-0
830
A Clemson
2 00
fin 10

Yational

MYER3

Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L
Pct.
GB
Detroit
86 57
601 Toronto
86 57
601 Milwaukee
80 64
556 6%
New York
79 64
552
7
Boston
89 73
486 16%
Baltimore
82 81
434 21
Cleveland
55
90
379 31
West Division
W L
Pct.
GB
Minnesota
77 68
531 Kansas City
73
71
507 3%
Oakland
72
72
500 4%
Texas
69
75
179 7%
California
68
76
472 8%
Seattle
67
76
489 9
Chicago
62 81
434 14
Monday's Games
Milwaukee 6, New York 4
Detroit 3 Boston 0
Toronto 18, Baltimore 3
Chicago 8. Minnesota 2
Kansas City 8, California 5
Texas 2. Oakland 1, 11 innings
Cleveland 11. Seattle R
Tuesday's Games
Milwaukee oNieves 12-61 at New York
(Leiter 0-0). (n)
Boston (Nipper 9-11 ) at Detroit (Tanana
13-10).(n)
Baltimore
Mesa 0-0 r at Toronto
(Flanagan 4.8), In)
Minnesota ( Niekro 6-11) at Chicago
McDowell 0-0). In )
California (Fraser 9-9) at Kansas City
ID.Jackson 8.16). In)
Oakland 1 Young 12-7) at Texas (Harris
5-9). in)
Cleveland (Schrom 5-11) at Seattle
M Moore 7-171, I n1
Wednesday's Games
Cleveland at Seattle
Milwaukee at New York. (r)
Boston at Detroit. In)
Baltimore at Toronto. In)
Minnesota at Chicago. )n)

the 1939 Nel• York Yankees and
with a bunt single, then stole his
tied by six other teams.
48th base of the season.
•
Brewers 6. Yankees 4
Rangers 2. Athletics 1
Ernest Riles and Dale Sveum
Oakland reliever Steve Oneach hit solo homers and reliever
tiveros walked Darrell Porter with
Dave Stapleton won in his first
the bases loaded and two outs in
major-league appearance as
the bottom of the 11th inning, givMilwaukee defeated New York.
thg Texas its victory over the
The victory moved the Brewers
Athletics.
one-half game in front of the
Ontiveros, 8-8, had walked Pete
Yankees and into third place in the
O'Brien
intentionally and Larry
American League East.
Parrish unintentionally, setting
White Sox 8. Twins 2
the stage for Porter's game.
Dave .LaPoint pitched four-hit
winningRBI.
ball over.8 2-3 innings and Greg
Dale Mohorcic. 7-4. won in
Walker knocked in four runs, three
relief, pitching only the top of the
with a double in the fifth inning, as
11th.
Chicago beat Minnesota.
Indians 11, Mariners 8
LaPoint, 4-3, struck out four and
Brook Jacoby drove in three
walked six before needing last-out
runs and Jay Bell hit a two-run
relief help from Bob James.
homer
to lead a 16-hit attack as
Royals 8. Angels 5
Cleveland beat Seattle.
Bill Pecota's fifth-inning double
snapped a tie and reliever Bud
The win overshadowed a fine
Black stopped California for six inperformance by Seattle's Mickey
nings as Kansas City beat the
Brantley, who went 5-for-6' with
Angels.
three homers and seven RBI.
Pecota's double off reliever
Scott Bailes, 7-8, the third
Jack Lazorko, 4-6, scored Willie
Cleveland pitcher, pitched 3 1-3 inWilson, who had started the inning, nings for the
victory.

NEW YORE - No one was surprised Ivan Lendl won his third
straight U.S. Open championship
- except Ivan Lendl.
"I just can't believe I won this
one," a flu-ridden Lendl said after
his 6-7, 6-0, 7-6, 6-4 victory over
Mats Wilander Monday. "I was
out of juice for the last PI sets. It
was strength of mind and a little
bit of luck."
And the most relentless game
tennis has seen since Bjorn Borg
was in his prime.
"He's just steadier than anyone
else," Wilander said. "If I don't
play well the whole match, he
plays the same and he wins."
Lendl joined John McEnroe as
the only men to win three successive titles in the Open era.
"It's something I never dreamt
of, it's unbelievable." said Lendl,
the top seed who dropped only the
one set to Wilander in the entire
tournament and won his sixth
Grand Slam crown - he has three
French Open titles "If somebody
told me three years ago that I
would win three in a row after losing three straight finals here, I
wouldn't have believed it. I would
have said that person was crazy"
Martina Navratilova, who won
the women's singles for the fourth
time, beating Steffi Graf on Saturday. added the women's doubles
and Mixed doubles titles on Monday. That made her the first
player since Billie Jean King at
the 1973 Wimbledon to win the
triple

753-8355

Economy
Studs

79

Landscape
Timbers
$279

19

•
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Most American households now have microwave ovens
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsteatures
After a slow start in the early
1970s, microwave oven ownership
has taken off in the last four years
Between 1983 and 1986, ownership of at least one microwave
went from one-third to two-thirds
of American households and by

the end of 1987, it's estimated 70
percent of American homes will
have the appliance.
Last year, according to the
Association of Home Appliance
Manufacturers more than 12.4
million microwaves came on the
market and a glimpse of the ads
for the ovens makes it clear there

are many different models and
features to choose from. The very
success of the product has contributed to the difficulty in making
a wise choice.
Microwave ovens vary widely in
terms of cooking power, which is
measured as wattage, size of cooking cavity, and features such as
turntables, computerized controls
and sensors.
They range in price from under
$100 for very small ovens with
limited features and low wattage
to a little over $350 for full-size,
top-of-the-line models. Ovens with
unusual features such as combination microwave and convection
cooking or that include an oven
hood and light for installation over
a range can go up to $600.
The right oven is not necessarily
the largest one with the most
features.
One-or two-person households
requiring only defrosting and
heating of leftovers will be wellserved by the small, inexpensive
models. However, first-time

HOMES FOR AMERICANS

11,

fT
P
1

One of the most desirable products for those with little counter
space would be a combination
toaster-microwave oven. At present, several companies offer
browning-microwave combinations, but no one is claiming the
unit can make a great piece of
toast. However, if toast is not one
of life's necessities, the combination appliance does offer some
cooking benefits — for example,
microwaving a chicken for fast
cooking and then baking it for 10
minutes or so to brown and bring

Questions about fireplaces
are answered by Andy Lang

I

••

buyers should know the industry
has found that people find more
uses for the oven than they anticipated after they get it home.
Studies also indicate the biggest
drawback to even more buyers is
the lack of space, according to Joy
Schrage of Whirlpool Corp. That's
why smaller units and those combining several functions such as
microwave convection cooking
and microwave-browning are
popular.
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THIS TRADITIONAL P 2-STORY house features a- wood-burning
fireplace in the living room It also has an open family-kitchen and four
bedrooms. Plan HA1434C has 870 square feet on the first floor and
473 on the second. For more information write — enclosing a stamped.
self-addressed envelope — to architect William G. Chirgotis. :17 Mountain Ave . Springfield. NJ 07081.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE

"And that man calls himself a
bridge player"
. exclaimed the disillusioned kibitzer. -Not only did he
bid the hand badly, but he took the
only line of play that c- ould have
yielded a minus score." Here's what
the kibitzer saw.
East's diamond jack went to
South's ace, and instead of claiming
10 tricks in top winners, South led a
spade to dummy's nine and East's
jack. East returned the heart queen
to South's ace, and South led another
spade to dummy's 10 and East's
queen. Back came another heart
and South now claimed his 10 tricks.
By now the reader has guessed that
this was in a duplicate game and not
rubber bridge.
Was South's play good or bad' At
duplicate, every South player in the
room would be expected to reach
the no-trump game and 10 tricks
would be there for all to take. At
best, 10 tricks would yield an average score.
To get a good score, South must
try to make 11 tricks. His spade
plays therefore mark him as a journeyman player. True, he risks a
very poor score if he manages to go
down or if he makes only nine
tricks, but the odds do favor development of a spade winner with this
combination.
It's not an unusual situation at duplicate bridge. The winning player
may well fillee his Contract in jeopardy.at times. His objective is not so
much the safety of the contract as it
is the attainment of a good matchpoint score.
NORTH
•K 109
V9 62
• K 10 9 8
+J 92
WEST
•A 8 2
V 8 43
•Q 7 5 4 2
+83

9-15-A

EAST
4Q J 6 3
•Q J 10 5
•J 6 3
+54

BOBBY WOLFF

SOUTH
•7 54
VA K7
•A
4 A K Q 1076

"Tis in vain to speak reason where
'twill not be heard
Thomas Fuller

Vulnerable -Beth
Dealer South
The bidding
South
2 NT

West
Pass

North
3 NT

East
All pass

Opening lead: Diamond four
BID WITH THE ACES
9-15-B

South holds
•Q J 6 3
Q J 10 5
•J 6 3
45 4
North
3+

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsteatures
Q.
Can you tell me how to
build a fireplace?
A. — Only if had the time and
space to give you a 5,000-word reply. There are many books on the
subject. Try your local library or
book store, or write to Lane Books,
Menlo Park. CA 94025. An excellent edition by them is "How to
Plan and Build- Fireplaces."
Q. — I want to build a fireplace
outside. Does it require a chimney
and flue"
A. — If the fireplace is outside
and not attached to the house, it
needs only a short chimney or
`none at all. If it is attached to the
house, it needs a separate flue
even though if is actually outside.
Q. — Which_uses more electricity. a regular electric oven or a
microwave oven?
A. — The electric oven by a wide
margth
Q. — Where can I find out how to
build a solar space heating
system?
A. — Write to the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. "overnment Printing Office, Washington,
DC 20102. Send $1.50 and ask for
their plans for An Economical
Solar Heating System for Home"
— No. 033-000-00632-2.
Q. — I will be making some kitchen wall cabinets. How high
should they be? •
A. — The average height. including the base unit and the
countertop, is 36 inches.
Q. — Is it safe to clean an old
varnished cabinet with denatured
alcohol?
A. — Yes.

South
9

ANSWER: Four spades. This hand
belongs to the opponents. Raise to
continue the pre-empt, hoping to
make things more difficult for
them.

Q. — Is penetrating clear wood
seal applied the same as stain?
Anything else I should know?
A. Yes. The manufacturer's instructions on the can will tell you
how long to allow the seal to re
main on the wood before wiping it
off. Be sure the application is
ma,de to new or unfinished wood or
to wood from which the old finish
has been completely removed. A
brush, a clean cloth or a lamb's
wool applicator can be used.
Q. — What is the purpose of a
hammer with a magnetic head?
A. — Usually, so it can be effectively used with tacks. One side of
the hammer is magnetized so the
tack can be held to it and pushed
into place,

FANS

out the flavor, according to Kurt
Sonnentag of Sunbeam.
Nowadays, so many different
sizes and shapes are available that
consumers with a specific spot in
mind can probably find an oven
that fits it. Before beginning to
shop for an oven, it is helpful to
know the choices range from subcompact through small, medium
and large sizes and that oven interiors range from about .4 cubic
feet to 1.7 cubic feet.
Power,ranges from 400 watts to
a little over 700 watts. It takes at
least 500 watts to pop corn, a fre'quent' re-quest.,--according to
Schrage, and the greater the
power, the faster food will cook. )
Besides wattage, another
variable is the number of power
settings. Most ovens have at least
a defrost setting (about 30 percent
of full power), a midlevel setting
and a full-power setting. The
largest number of settings is 10,
but only those planning to use the
ovens for complex dishes are likely to need that many. The smaller
the total wattage, the fewer levels
are needed, according to Dixie
Trout of Amana.
Two former drawbacks to
microwaves — uneven cooking
and too-moist food — have been
improved on. The manufacturers
have a number of ways to overcome overcooking, including fans,
turntables and multiple entry for
the microwaves. Food processors
have improved packaging and

REYNOLDS
ALUMINUM
for h,tl,r blOhho,

Siding—Fencing
Downspouts & Gutters
Shutters
Call Us Today.

recipes to minimize the moisture
problem.
In addition, such features as
temperature probes that sense
when the food is done and turn the
oven off, browning elements and
preprogrammed cooking have led
to improvements. Controls are
now mostly electronic, although a
few mechanical controls which
have knobs instead of touch pads
are available.
Despite the many improvements, microwaves are still
considered best at defrosting,
heating, reheatins. and cooking
foods sSch as vegetables and
bacon.
They still have drawbacks when
it comes to roasting meats and
baking, although the larger, more
expensive, more featured models
expand tbe range of this
appliance.
A good way to compare ovens is
to read the use and care booklets
which come with the appliances
and explain special features.
Some manufacturers maintain
toll-free telephone numbers so
prospective buyers can get additional information and answers to
questions. Check to see if there is
such a service by looking at the
booklets.
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For all your
0
Travel Reservations a
n
Call

II Marjorie and

Bill Major a
U 753-0880

II

N

II
JERRY ATKINS A ASSOCIA 7ES

ej

"

121 By-Pass

representing
American and
International
Traveltime

753-8407

We're Your Fan
Headquarters, You Can't
Beat Our Price
and Quality.
Over 200 Fans
from Litex, Beverly
Hills, Casablanca,
Fasco & More

CONVENIENT SIZE
LAUNDRY PAIR
Versatile stack or built-in application

Fans Starting

ELECTRIC DRYER
•Stainless steel cylinder •3-position air temp control
•Tempered glass window •10 lb rating 'Coarse/fine lint
filter

WASHER
05-position water temperature control 'Regular. permanent press, and knits,/delicates cycles *Automatic blealCh.
detergent, softener dispenser •10 lb. rating

Now Only

$429"
Light Fixtures
Qg

We Service What We Sell!

Underwood Appliance

as low as
Village Shopping Center
(Next to Gains AMC Jeep)

I •V‘i.

Hwy. 641 North
759-1505

Towel Busting
Tailgate Party
Next to Western's Baseball Field
in Bowling Green at 5:30. Take the
family to Western Kentucky University for an exciting
old rivalry. Some tickets are still available at the ticket
office' in Room 211 Stewart Stadium.

Before You Buy, Check Our Quality & Price

Wholesale Electric
Supply Murray

206 E. Main

ur

N

-8194

ll
i
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By Abigail
Van Buren

The Lost Can Be Located
With Salvation Army's Aid
DEAR ABBY: Thank you so very
much for your article on the Salvation Army finding lost relatives,
Because of your article my
mother, Earlene Fay Haynes Click
of Santa Fe, Texas, and my grandfather, Earl Haynes of Owensboro,
Ky., were reunited after 42 years!
Our whole family would like to

thank everyone who helped make
this possible. You've really made
my mother happy.
EARLENE'S DAUGHTER
DEAR DAUGHTER: Glad I
was able to help.
Readers, the Salvation Army
operates a Missing Persons

FLORIDA'S SUITEST VACATION
on

ORLANDO'S ATLANTIC OCEAN BEACH

Locaeor Service in 86 countries
of the world. This is available to
the public. Those interested in
this service should be aware of
the following basic guidelines:
1. The inquirer should be
searching for a near relative.
2. The inquirer must be able to
provide essential information
about the missing person.
3. The Salvation Army reserves the right to -accept or
reject any request for services
based upon considerations of
reasonableness, feasibility or
motive.
4. The inquirer is asked to pay
a $5 non-refundable fee.
5. The inquirer may secure
information and/or a missing
persons inquiry form by contacting the nearest Salvation
Army office in his area or by
contacting the nearest Territorial Headquarters.
Addresses: 860 N. Dearborn
St., Chicago, Ill. 60610-3392;
120 W. 14th St., New York, N.Y.
10011; 1424 Northeast Expressway, Atlanta, Ga. 303292088; 30840 Hawthorne Blvd.,
Rancho Palos Verdes, Calif.
90274.

THE FAR SIDE

tnat father-in-law. There are several
expensive fragrances on the market
today that smell exactly like insecticide, and they affect me in the
same way. My eyes water, I start to
sneeze and my throat closes up. I
have had to change my seat at the
movie theater, and leave plays and
concerts because of certain fragrances worn by both men and
women.
Abby, is there a polite way to tell
friends,you see frequently that you
can't tolerate their perfume?
NO NERVE IN JERSEY

i
r

I

1

1

,
,..-.-,-.

r.......i._,

DEAR NO NERVE: Yes. Say.
"I have an allergy to the fragrance you are wearing," and if
that person is considerate and
well-mannered, she (or he) will
remember not to wear the offending fragrance in your presence again.

\

000

(For Abby's booklet,-How to Have•
Lovely Wedding," send a check or
money order for $2.50 and • long.
stamped (39 cents), self-add
envelope to: Dear Abby, Wedding
Booklet, P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris,
III. 61054.1

"OK, you've got me over a barrel ... but how
do I know these are all the negatives?"

•• *

Beautiful new all-suite resort
1 or 2
bedroom suite: have fully equipped
kitchens, living 'dining area, private
balcony, Cable TV and HBO. Swimming
—
'- -pools, sun decks, wide expanse of
beach. Enjoy sightseeing, golf, tennis,
water sports, fishing. Near 1-4 and I95.. just a short drive to Disney World
and all Central Florida attractions.
DIRECTLY ON THE OCEAN

'

DEAR ABBY: I must comment on
the letter from "Hurt and Insulted"
whose father-in-law said,"Please do
me a small favor and change your
brand of perfume; I had to go
outside to keep from choking."
How I wish I had the courage of

CLASSIFIEDS

Fish Day

For your best oceanfront value, enjoy a
spacious suite (not just a hotel room) on
Florida's best beach.

Crappie and. (Grass Carp)
Delivery Will Be

S37.50*

At The Following Location
Southern States Co-Op
Murray, KY
1502) 753-1423
rims 4:00-5:00 p.m.

Per person. per night, double occupancy

Based on eailability from

Sept. 1,1987 to Jan. 31, 1988
Oceania Suite Hotel- (Except
Christmas

Week)
421 S. Atlantic Ave., New Smryna Beach, FL 32069(904)-423-8400
TOLL FREE: Florida 800-342-5034

Toll Free 1-800-643-8439

NATIONAL 1-800-874-1931

Fish Wagon Inc . 1986
Fish Wagon,. /rec.

New Smyrna Beach
TOMORROW 15
CITIZENSHIP PAY...YOU
KNOW WHAT OUR TEACHER
WANTS ME TO DO?

I'M SUPPOSED TO LEAD
THE CLASS IN TNE
'PLEDGE OF ALLE6IANCE"

Pius new giftware
and more
Financing svallsbie.
753-0575

Call your local
store to order, or call

J

C

,

ITHOUT

CAN PO IT..

CUE CARPS:

-0es
I)
if
Amid
,5

9.

I

Thanks

2
x 4
x 1 2 '
SHEETROCK $6.25. Mid
South Wholesale
Building, 342 East
Washington; Paris, 901
642-2552.
..r OR Stanley Home
Products call Martha
Hutchens 435 4322 Ask
about Christmas deal
Receive free gift with
order.
THE Gold Nu-ggett,
south side of square,
Mayfield, Ky. 247-6762.
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14kt gold chains
"We sell for less!" "We
guarantee it." Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler

Wife & Children

\

11.>",strurq. Ari..nsAs 72.811

I'M SURE YOU

of

The family of Will
Mason Outland would
like to thank all the
friends & neighbors
for the flowers &
many acts of kindness
during the loss of our
loved one. We want to
thank Dr Harris &
the nurses of the
C C.U. for their kindness & help. Also Bro.
Burpoe. Oneida W'hite
* The Miller Funeral
Home
for
their
services

Located Inside
Uncle Jeff's
o.tra roce used furniture

Monday, Ssaptambiar 28

Card

Card of Thanks

Carolyn's
Corner

CATFISH, HYBRID BLUE
GILL, minnows Bass

ONE BEDROOM SUITE
TWO BEDROOM -SUITE

3

Opening Tuesday
Sept. 8th

It s rime For Stocking

Special Fall Rates:
$32.50'

Notice

2

5 Lost and Found
rOUND Female Calico
cat, about 6 months old.
has on flea collar, found
in Gatesborough Sub
division 753 1884
LOST
Large black
neutered male cat with
white stomach and
white toe on each hind
foot from 7th and
Chestnut area Answers
to Tyrone
Reward
Phone 753 6082 leave

Earn Extra Cash
for Christmas!
Average S9 and up on

'
t 1917 undo:, F••a••
- Syncle.sce

message
LOST female Boston
Terrier, black. wearing
pink collar
In Lynn
Grove area Phone 435
4399

hour demonstrating
Christmas Around the

World
Call 327-1142

6

Roy's „
Discount
Pharmacy
now

has

Necklace's,

rings

bracelets. etc

Ask For Jenny
753-2380

5

Wanted

.NEED a lob? 4 openings
now You may qualify
if: (1)you do not have
GED or your high
_school diploma, (2) you
haye been out of school
9 magths or more, (3)
You are between ages 16
& 21 We are a EOE
This project is funded
by the Western Ky
Private Industry
Council
JTPA. Call
J.T.P.A. Out Of School
753-9378 between 8 30
12:005 days a week

Jewelry Repair
IllrYTTITTV;11

Help

6

Help Wanted
ARTIST model De
partment of Art Part
time. Salary 55 00 per
hour
Experience in
artistic sensitivity
preferred Work will be
assigned according to
need for models for fall
and spring semester
Contact Department of
Art, Murray, Ky 42071
502 762 3784
EOE,
COSMETOLOGIST Get
out of a rut come work
with us at, a progres
sive salon. With paid
vacation
paid retire
men I, and paid
educational seminars.
If career oriented,
apply at Haircuts, etc.
753 6745
tuff or
NEED work
part tince Call Avon.
Faye McClure 753 0232
or Want to buy Avon
FEDERAL. state and
civil service lobs $16,707
to $59,148. year, now
hiring. Call Job Line
1 518 459 3611 Ext F 973
for info 24 hours
GET paid for reading
books! $100 per title
Write
ACE 1876, 7
Pima. Naperville, IL
60540
HOMEMAKERS
NEEDED! Christmas
Cash! Own hours. De
monstrate beautiful
CANDLES, related decor' New party plan!
Kit provided
no in
vestment! no delivery
Free catalog 1 800 222
8792
LADY to live in with
invalid lady
Room,
board and salary 759
1661
LICENCED cosmotol
°gist for booth rental
Call 753 4070 between
9A.M 5P M
NOW taking ap
plications for ex
perienced auto machin
ist Block boring and
crank shaft grinding
experience necessary
Call 502 577 3188, ask for
Frank.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

BEETLE BAILEY

F riPMFJPSAltt
•

OH- OH( I THINK
WE'VE RUN OUT
OP GAS

IF YOU WANT TO SMOOCH,
YOU DON'T HAVE TO PULL
THAT FAKE STUFF ON ME!

/
6plyr
sPo
rmri

Bears"

_

33 Proceed
34 Cutting tool
35 "Nightmare
on - Street"
38 "Desk -"

•

I SELL

WHAT'S sitx.JR
LINE OV
WORK,E0

INSURANCE

1

2

6

5

11
16

23
29

TN PHANTOM
DIANA,
WE'RE
INVITED

I HATE TO r1.119S1
THE"L/VMG SVAA'E
6000E95"
SAYING,
"I CO."

TO THE WEDDING OF QUEEN
DORANDA A Nt7
PRINCE LLONI.

•
„ 5INCE I BROUGHT THEM
TOGETHER-1 MOST
BE THERE

40

41

48

37

32

47

51

52

5711
62

58

27

28

33
39

42

56

65

26

38

UI

•

50

10

22
25

36

R EPS NEEDED for
business accounts Full
Time, $60,000 580,000
Part Time, $12.000 $18.
000 No wiling, repeat
business Set your own
hours
Training pro
vided
Call 1 612 938
WO, M F, lam to jpm
(Central Standar('
Time
WANTED
Ex
perienced auto
mechanic Send name
address and telephone
number to P 0 Bo
1040 E
9

Situation

Wanted

tiRSS 5 making
alterations, drapes, etc
4365850
GENERAL house ana
office cleaning 5 years
experience
References
supplied
759 1578 or
753 8642
MILITARY regulation
alterations All types of
other sewing Flags math
to order
Ironing and
babysitting Call Barbara
759 11136
WOULD YOU LIKE TO
COME HOME TO A
CLEAN HOUSE? Re
asonable rates. Excel
lent references Will
also do laundry &
ironing Call 75.3 4339
WOULD like to care for
children in my home Flu
ferences available on re
vest 753 5290
YARD mowing and In
mming Large or small
jobs Call 435 4447.
YOUNG mate seeking
clerical position in of
lice enviroment Excel
lent typist and office
skills. Has previous
office experience
Available for part time
or full time work Hours
available
4P M
weekdays. weekendr,
any hours. Call im
mediately 437 4607 ask
for Ronnie.

1 1

Instruction

IGO 1111.11••W•CII
/DIV rim
OEN •-.• 1•04111114
•••7
•
.
r,..••••••••

v

Accredifec.144=e WATTS
FInenclal Aid Avel15ble

Gymnastics
msu Cheerleaders
Gerry Pace Vince Smith
For Information:
Lynda Cochran - 753-4147

14

31
35

9

9 Apportion
10 Sweet potato
12 Either
14 Again prefix
17 Press clothes
20 Drunkard
24 Employs
25 Female sheep
27 Keyed up

18

24

34

61

8

7

21

30

45

4 Brushed
away
5 Religion of
the Moslems
6 Gives one's
adherence
7 Therefore
8 Strike

17

20

Wanted

Aut.

i3

1211

19

AM RELATOD
NO
IU
LOOA
SWOT
SUU D
T
EUE
AOOIE
SLOG ED
NEAR
SARI
US
SUEP
DANE
MEL
SPAS
STUD
DUES
PUPS WO
OM
POEDATE
RE
SPREES
TERROR
S A T ljS
ET
UTE

1 Surfeit
2 Scheme
3 Mr Pacino

4

Help

PART time or full time
female kitchen help Day
and night work Call or
apply in person
Big
Apple Cafe 901 247 5798
R -EPTIONIST Fu!!
time Typing a must
Must be able to work
weekends Call 474 2258
for appointment

A Ca T
la A
R(Km 0
moR s Ea EGIA sip

DOWN

3

15

Answer to Previous Puzzle

39 King of
Bashan
40 Math term
41 Helmond
Series
43 Jason's ship
45 Sched abbr
47 Safekeeping
50 Futfill
52 Instrument
53 Speck
56 'Once - a
time '
58 Choice part
60 Roman gods
61 Baggage
carrier
63 Missile
65 Mexican
laborers
66 Grad -to-be
67 Native metal

1 Hot spring
4 Yes, to Juan
6 Attempt
11 Permits
13 Jacket part
15 Tantalum
Symbol
16 Memento
18 Egyptian
singing girl
19 Abstract
being
21 "Houston
Knights" star.
22 Italian river
23 Make
obsolete
26 Make lace
29 N.J team
31 "The Bad --

6

43

49

44

UI
UI
53 111 55

UUU

59

60

84
83UUUU
67

UI

c 1987 United Feature Syndicate

interest
'h
28 Coruicnatry of
Africa
29 Back of neck
30 Way out
32 Antlered
animal
36 - Angeles
i7 Substances
4
44
2 Body
Crimson
46 Worship
48 Irritates
49 Change
51 Aware of
2 wds
54 River in
Germany
55 Weary
58 Above
57 Burst
59 Latin
conjunction
62 Half an em
64 - and fro

1 2

Insurance

1987 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare is again
changing the Part-A
deductible ond copayment amounts.
You will be required
to pay even more of
the bill. In fact, if you
go to the hospital,
you or your insurance
will hove to pay the
first $520.00 before
Medicare
pays
anything. For free information call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
T53-4199
"Our 28th Your

CLASSIFIEDS
14

24

Want to Buy

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER lb, 1087
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Miscellaneous

27 Mobile Hanes tor Sate
32 Apts for Rent
43
Real Estate
49
Used Cars
52 Boats Motors
53 Services ()tiered
12x60
RICHARDSON
latex wall
53. Services Offered
65
ACRES
MUR
Cal
of crop land
opts
Nor
paint 5 gallon can. model, 2 bedrooms. 1
19851
5'PRO
CRAFT
bass
LICEN
located
SED electrician,
on
thwocxl
paved
Dr
1,
2
3
or
road,
BR.
$2999. Get at Black's bath 13200 153 5045
boat, 60 h.p. Mercury,
1985 FORD
residential and com
Now renting. Equal 14 miles SW of Murray
Decorating Center, 701 12x70 MOBILE home
power
trim
&
tilt
Also.
mercial. Air condition
Housing Opportunity. 901 498 8948
ESCORT
S. 4th St., Murray
Certral air, new natural
Mercury trolling motor &
mg. Sales and service.
759 4984
HEAVY duty tandem gas furnace, 3 be
depth
finder,
like
COMMERCIAL lot tor
new.
35xxx miles 4 speed,
Gas installation ana
Located on 121 Bypass
Red Oak. White Oak
axle trailer, electric drooms, 2 full baths, Now renting 2 BR apts. sale on Hwy.
Call
753-177
5
641, -just
repair for natural and
air, stereo. $3900.
at Embassy
brakes and lights, 1.550 deck, out buildings.
Cali nortn of city limits
7114774 or 7514151
Ex
LP Fred's Repair 753
and Poplar
753 3530
75,3 9775.
Moving must sell. After
cellent high traffic ioca
7203
492-8704 after 6:00
after 5 p.m.
Servic
53
es
°tiere
N OW taking ap
LARGE, large, large 3:30P.M 753 6875.
d
tion tor any type busi
CONTACT:
MOBILE HOME
plications for 1 and 2 ness S25,000. Phone
selection of storage 14x70 MOBILE home on
CONCRETE drive
Specialist, Repair,
James *Whiz;
buildings in stock for large shaded lot in
bedroom, section 8, low
Kopperud Realty
ways, patios, brick and leveling, underpinning,
immediate delivery
county 2 bedroom, 2 income family at 753 1222
Dover, TN
block work. CALL 502
roofs, floors, plumbing,
GRAN Torino Elite,
Acree Portable bath, dishwasher, car
Southsicie Manor Apar
FOR sale waterfront
492 8160.
wiring, washing.
2
door,
clean
and
ready
Buildings, Mayfield, port, porch, central tments Call 753-8221. cottage, furnished,
015-232-8406
brick,
DAVE'S WINDOW hurricane straps 759
Ky. 502 2411 7831
heet and air
E qual Housing 2 BR, large great room, to go. Bucket seats,
Call
or 232-5928.
CLEANING. Commer
automatic. 753 4736.
4850.
Opportunity
LITTLE boys clothes size 759 1578
stone fireplace. Many Cheap!
cial
residential. 753
ODD job specialist,
2 4 Name brand shoes 1970 12-x4.0 MOBILE t MALL 1 bedroom
windows view Blood
9873
75 NOVA Custom, 2
ceiling fans, electrical,
811 Call 489 2689
River & Ky. Lake. Center
home, 2 BR, 1 bath. apartment near hospi
interior 8. Exterior
MITCHELL Paving
4 chrome wheels,
plumbing, fencing. You
MULCH for sale. Phone after 3p.m. 759 tal Phone 492 8662 after Ridge Subdivision_ Will door
15 Articles tor Sale
Grand Am tires- 1.4", 6
Driveways, parking name it, I do it. You
Doors Windows
rent weekly or weekends.
4P.M
Shredded hardwood, 9609
months old, wire wheel
lots, seal coating and buy, I install. You
Underpinning Gutters
42 SHINGLES (several brown or black, small 1974- 12x60 TRAI
LER TAKING applications B. Hibbard 615-9664555.
covers 14" 753 8695
striping. Also, break, I fix. Call 436Vinyl
&
colors to choose from) amount or by the truck on 100x180
Carpel
shadeo lot 3 for Section 8. Rent FRESH on the market
after 4P.M
limestone, gravel, top
2868 evenings.
512 95 sq. Mid South load. Delivery availa
Installed
bedrooms, I bath, all
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3 5,000 sq. fl. brick sided '79 BUIC
soii and grading Phone PAINTING
K
Rega
l
Wholesale Building. 342 ble. Call Jerry 759 4808.
Levelin
: interior
g,
plumbi
ng
building, in excellent
electric and wood heat. BR
Apply Hilldale
751153
7.
Limited, loaded, elec
and exterior. Roofing.
East Washington, Paris, rUSH IT, PULL IT, Furnished and
sagged roots 8. floors
Apts., Hardin, Ky. condition. Located at tric, sun roof
air conFENCE sales at Sears Free estimates.
498 8633.
901 642 2552
Call
DRAG IT, CARRY IT ditioned. Negotiable, E qual Housing corner of 4th 8. Olive
repaired
now Call Sears 753-2310 Willie 436-2326.
TREATED lumber in and we will give you $75 $12,500 or best offer. Opportunity.
•
streets, in downtown '82 VW Rabbit Can be
-Best prices,
for
free
estima
seen
te
at
for
1000
Poplar
751
stock Check our prices for your old mower in on Days 759 1221, after VE'PY
PAINTING- interior,
quality results'
energy efficient, Murray. $65,000. Phone 6898.
your needs.
and save! Mid South a new Toro. Stokes 4P.M. 759 1153.
exterior. 25 years exSliding Glass Doors
almost new, 1 BR duplex, Kopperud Realty '84
FOR
most
any
10
5
type perience. Quality work.
BLAZER, exWholesale Building, 3/2 Tractor 753 1319
753-1222.
1482 14x70 with 9x22 tip
carpet, ceiling fan, water
Comple
te
&
Installe
drive
d
way
white
cellent
condition. Call
rock Reasonable rates. Free
East Washington, Pris, RUBBER bed mats for out service pole & porch
funished. No pets. $200 44. Lots
450 thru Oct. 31st
also, any type gravel, estim
753 9909 after 5P.M
for Sale
901 642 2552.
ates. Yearry's
ALL makes of pick up Like new 513,000. Serious per month. Call
dirt and sand call Roger Painti
753 8848
Lattice Decks from '250
ng 436-2245.
trucks. Stokes Tractor inquiries only. 489 2689.
ACRES- with lots of
before 9p.m.
Hudso
16 Horne Furnishings
n,
753
"Factor
4545 or OUALITY constr
y Exp•rionce
753 1319
trees, septic system
uction
1986 DOUBLEW1DE
753-6763.
Building 8 Sorvicing
COUCH With queen size STANDARD size storm mobile home, 3 BR, 2 34 Houses tor Rent
repairs and alterations.
Reduced price
arrnerfy ol Murray & FOar!
Mobilo (kwrses."
GUTTERING by Sears.
nide a bed, reclining windows $21 25 Mid
Call
G & A after 5P.M.
Southwest area
baths with some op
753
*PHONE 1502092-8488*
Sears continuous gut1 BEDROOM unlove seat Call 759 15-45
436-2617.
5233 after 6P M
South Wholesale pliances and fireplace.
ters installed for your
furnished house at ColBuilding; 342 East CH and air on 125x235 lot
kENTUCKY Lake lot. 1
,Forrnerty 01 BentOn,
ALL types of masonry specifications. Call QUALITY
dwater. $90 plus de
Washington, Paris, 901
in Conrad HCatits sub
work. Block, brick, Sears 753-2310 for free workmanship- Frame
19 Farm Equipment
posit, water furnished. acre, 12x60 mobile
642 2552.
division. Would consider
home, septic and well,
and trim carpenter.
concrete all basements, estimate.
489 2267
00 ALLIS Chalmer puff TILT bed trailer, 4 x7 , trade for house in town
$16,500. Home 442-1770
driveways, patios. HAMILTON Cultured Remodeling, patio and
BEDR
2
OOM
near
untype combine with auger $190; 1977 Camaro body, Call 753 2942.
or Office- 4-423632. OwLarge or small jobs. 26 marble and tile. 643 Old fencing. D.L. Poole,
iversity. 753 9562.
492 8850 or 753 8067
ner financing.
fair condition, 5300; 4 )4x60 DOUBLE wide
435-4306.
years experience. Benton Rd. 753-9400.
BEDR
2
OOM, stove, LARGE
new 16" tires, six 6 hole with extra 12x12 room
ROCKY COLSON Home
level lake front
Charl
es
Barnet
t
753INSUL
ATION
New
refrige
rator, large util
& Used
blown in
dually wheels, eight attached
lot. Ready for any type
Repair. Roofing, siding,
House type
5476.
GM
Execut
by
ive
Sears
ih,r,
22
. TVA apshady lot, garden home.
Musical
cyl•inder International siding, central heat and
Call evenings
Program Vehicles
Al ENTERPRISE
proved. Save on those painting, plumbing,
area, married couples
motor, 42,000 miles, air, nice carpets, ser
GIB5014 guitar 1 50
753-3336.
concrete. Free esWholes
901
ale
-41142
dealer
high
31000
in
heating
gas
and cool
vice pole. Priced to sell. only. References and NICE lot on 121, 6'14
Gibson ES 335 Feeder $175 759 1070,
Hwy. 79 W. - Paris
and wood burning ap- ing bills. Call Sears timates. Call 474-2307 or
deposit 492 8594 after
Call
amp
753 2616.
TOPPER for J.,,,W.13.
miles North on natural
2203
pliances, offering full 753- 2310 for free 753-6973.
6P M
Ford Ranger, vaMie With
gas lines. 180x300, 53600.
ELME
SEWING Machine ReSignet Trum
service installation. estimate.
50.
BEDR
I
Used
OOM
house,
28
Mobile
Homes
Truck
204
for
s
Rent
red trim, 565. Call 435Days 753 1953 or nights
pet Call 753 2391
pair. All makes and
Also, fireplace repair. LEE'S CAR
13th
S
St.,
PET
AC,
heat.
gas
4499
1968 CHEVROLET 'Chimney cleaning CLEANING
753-0870.
OR 3 BR, furnishecT or
models. Home & InNo pets. References
.
For
all
pick-up, $250; 1978 T
TORO push and self unfurnished, some new
dustrial. Bag closing
*Masonry *Damper your carpet 8. upholst
required. $300 per 45 Farms for
24
Miscellaneous
Bird, $1,500. 753-5049.
Sale
propelled, side and rear furniture, natural gas
*Bird screen *Hoods. ery cleaning. For
machines. Also scissor
month. 753-4862.
a free
4'x8' WOOD siding 57 95
baggers Save up to $75. electric, air con
436-5355.
18 ACRES m/1, per- 1975 DODGE Van, auto
sharpening. 40 yrs.
estima
te
call
753-582
CYP
7
RES
S Creek
Ma South Wholesale Stokes Tractor 753 1319.
trans., 6 cyl., white, $1075.
clitioned
Shady Oaks
experience. All work
Al STUMP Removal. Satisfied references.
Lakefront, 2 BR house, manent pasture, pond, Call
Building, 342 East TRY before you buy. 753 5209
7531861.
fencing, excellent
guaranteed. Kenneth
Reasonable rates, 10"
furnish
ed, you pay elec
Washington, Paris. 901
Mary Kay provides NORTHW1ND Mobile
1976 INTERNATIONAL below surface. Call us
Barnhill, 753-2674,
tric. Years lease, deposit. building site. 4 miles
647 2552
glamour' instruction to Home Park on North
southeast on old Salem Scout pick-up, tool box, before you decide. Free
Stella, Ky.
No
pets
Adults_
Call
43678 MODEL 303 help you make confi 16th Street now has
Kitchen Cabinet
road $21,000. Financial rails, less than 100 miles estimates. 753-0906.
WET BASEMENT. We
Chevrolet engine, new dent Color choices Call trailer lots and trailers 2366:
assistance possible for on new white lettered
make wet basements
APPLIANCE
Recov
ery
metric 200 transmis
today Shirley Brown, for rent 753 9866
qualified buyer
tires. Wagon wheels, SERVICE. Kenmore,
dry. Work completely
36 For Rent or Lease
son, runs excellent, professional Mary Kay
We make your old
527 0903.
C.13., cassette, sun roof,
Westinghouse,
guaranteed. Call or
P ENT TO OWN
30 Business Rentals
5375 753 9391
beauty consultant, 4.36
tinted windows, 4 speed
cabinets look like
Whirlpool. 27 years
write Morgan Con
Quasar
46
VCR's
Homes for Sale
$10 week
with lock out hubs, experience. Parts and
ASHLEY wood stove, 2674
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
new with woodgrain
7u0- 4 car shop 753 9386 includes one free
movie
85,000 miles. 753-0467.
$700
seasoned Oak USED 55 gallort., drums
service. Bobby Hopper,
409A, Paducah, Ky.
or 753 4509
laminated plastic,
rental/week 52 weeks. 1 BEDROOM house.
firewood, $20 per rick, very good condition
1981 FORD Explorer
Bob's Appliance Ser42001 or call 1-442-7026.
BUSINESS space for
TV's and appliances 753 7928 after 5P.M.
new
doors
Stokes Tractor 753 1319
with
you haul 492 8871
4
vice,
wheel
202 S. 5th St.
drive, air,
store or office 1 mile on available Check our I BR brick, appliances.
hardw
PS,
are
CHA1N saweg.wle -San WILL -R0- Trailers Hwy. 94 East
PB,
and
Busine
AM/FM stereo
ss 753-4872, 46low prices! Movie included Good location
753 0079.
cassette, 4 speed
55. Feed and Seed
Dolmars sallti Exam
Implement, stock and Busine
5848 (home).
countertops. Many
Call after 2p.m. 751844.
World, 753.4663.
ss space, near
winch,
pie of the savings
horse. Introductory
5.W.B., 80,xxx.
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
BY OWNER- New 3
styles and colors
'KY 31 fescue seed. Also,
University. Phone 753Model 112, 31 cu inch specials
Factory authorized for
16' gooseneck 9393.
37 Livestock -Supplies
bedroom, 2 bath home 14000 436'5508.
wheat straw and hay. 753FREE ESTIMATES
with 18" bar
Tappan, Kelvinator and
now stock trailer with bon
in
Canterbury Subdivi8156 or 753-6401.
FOR rent: Office or SIMMENTAL and
Murra
436-55
60
5299 95 save $50 With 2 net 53043; 70' flatbed
Brown. Service on gas
sion. Attractive well
store space at Southside Simbrah bulls. Per
NOTICE OF
year warranty
and electric ranges,
Stokes with gooseneck 53446
planned home. Must see
Shoppi
ng
Center
forma
.
Phone
nce
&
semen
Tractor 753 1319
B&G Equipment, 901
microwaves, dis
PUBLIC SALE
753 6612 or 753 4509
tested Excellent qual- to appreciate. Call 753hwashers, reTRAILER dolly for 642 1242
ity $650 & up. Cadiz, 3903 after 4P.M.
by order of the Secured
frigerators, etc. Earl
pulling medium or
32 Apts for Rent
:1
DESIGNED with
Ky 522 8794.
party, the following
Lovett, 354-6956 or 753distinc
small size car
tion5940 *
Call 26.TV
practic
ally
Radio
1 I. 2 bedroom apart
5341.
proper
ty
of
Michael
new contemporary home
753 1353
38 Pets -Supplies
Custom Kitchen
merits.
Lease
and
de
LEASE
BET
TO
OWN 23
TER BUILT
With all the features for
and Sue H. Neighbors
FLECTR1C portable
posit
Cabinets
No pets. No AKC Siberian Husky, d
CONTRUCTION. Storcomfortable family livtypewriter 3 boxes 12 console TV with remote, children. 753 9208
will be offered at
weeks
old,
blk.
&
wh.,
$53
a
age
month
buildings, treated
Murray
i n g . Located in
gauge shotgun shells Cali
AB Types Ot:
Public Sale at Truck,
blue eyes, $150 Stud
I BEDROOM apart
•
Rental & Sales 753 8201
decks, and general
Gatesborough subdivi759 1156
Service
ment
.
located
Huntin
Traile
gden,
at
1628
rs,
Tn.
home
Buses,
C
improvements.
Inc.,
Custo
Woodw
m
orkin
sion. 90's. Phone Kopg
rAYE S Tiger and LEASE TO OWN Wir Miller Ave $120 rent
901 986 9520.
Quality work for less.
Rt. 4 Box 57, Murray,
perud Realty 753-7222.
it
Laker
gym bags, eless remote VCR, 532 a and deposit. Call 753
SIAMESE kittens Seal
Free estimates. L. E.
month
Murra
y
Rental
KY on September 22
shirts, ierseys,. sweals,
XCELL
ENT
retire
3415.
ment
after
Point
5P
M.
6 weeks, litter
Williams 489-2663.
753
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
lackets, caps Next to & Sales 753 8201
at 1:00 p.m. Item to
home with lovely view of
trained. 535. 759 1799.
YARD landscaping,
41g
LEASE TO OWN 19 7123
Pagliars
'Drop by & see our showroom
Kentucky Lake. Home is
be
sold
1984 Trallleveling driveways,
color
TV,
$28
month
a
409 SUNBURY - MURRAY - (Behind Bunny Breed)
1 BR apt 1150 per month 41. Public Sates
FrfeEWOOD for sale
in like new condition with
mobile model F71Tblade work and bush
Murray Rental 8. Sales plus deposit
437 4667,
beautifully landscaped
. Furnished
hogging. Call 436-5430 or
753 8201
5SAJ flat trailer serial
307 1/2 Vine St. Call 753
grounds. Great buy in the
753-0659.
No IPTF7ITJ4E9010503
6143
60's. Phone Kopperud
BUSH-hogging, free esInspection may be arRealty 753-1222.
1 BR furnished apt., low
timates. 753-5476.
utilities, $145 No pets.
R sale: 2 bedroom
ranged by appointCOLLEY Tree Service.
753 3949
brick house with wood
ment. Cash sales onKeep your trees in
stove, fenced backyard,
Inside
1 or 2 BEDROOM
shape by topping, prunly. Inquiries may be
carport
,
utility
apartment near down
buildin
g,
Wed. & Thurs.
i ng , deadwooding,
made of the Associaquiet neighborhood.
town Murray Call 753
spraying, fertilizing, or
CARS
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
tes
Comme
rcial
Call
Cor753-620
4
1
0
4.
9
,
7
6
2 6 6 5 0 or
removal of unwanted
The Bank of Murray offers for sale the
'85
porati
VW
436 2844.
Jetta.
FOR
on,
Collection
..local 1 owner, air, AM/FM
sale- 3 bedroom
trees. Stump removal.
Murray Manor
following items
brick. Good neighbor'
2 BEDROOM furnished
Manager at 1427
Complete tree care. 14
stereo cassette, low mileage.
1978 John Deere 4400 combine w/444 corn
hood, tastefully de ,
Apt. 8-5 Diuguid Rd.
apartment, outstanding
years experience Free
Thomas Dr., Cape
header-wide row. Sø 1543634
corated, fenced yard.
location near campus
estimates. 753-0366
'85 Plymouth Reliant, . .4 door, local 1
Furniture, antiques
Girard
eau,
MO.
63701.
Call after 5P.M. for
Now available, $195
1967 Oliver 1850 tractor w/cab, 92
dishes, small appliances
owner, full power & air. A down payment of
Tel.
314-334-7135.
appointment 753-7903.
753 8585.
horsepower SO 194208528.
linens. etc
IMMA
CULA
$300
2
BEDR
TE
is probably all you will need to own this
OOM apart
1981
This sale will be conducted on the equipBuccaneer, 24x 60
ment in Westwood Sub.
car
ment sales lot of J.D. Equipment on
double -wide, 3 bed
Ail appliances included,
Highway 841 South of Murray. These items
room, 2 bath, 1 plus
washer/ dryer hook
'85 Chevy Caprice Classic. . .nicest 1
Office Shady Oaks
acres, satellite system,
may be inspected prior to the sale at J.D
up Lease and deposit
owner car on the lot. 30,000 miles, tilt,
living room opens to
required. $310 per
Equipment.
(Hwy. 121 North)
tri-level deck with large
month.
Call
759
1503.
cruise
, air, pov. everything, AM/FM stereo
The Bank of Murray reserves the right
swimming pool, $29,500.
DUPLEX apartment.
to refuse any bids. Terms of the sale are
W•ti.
casset
&
Thurs.
te. You won't find another one like it.
759-4472 or 753-0044.
No children, no pets.
to be cash, check, or approved letter of
NEW
listingHoward Brandon, 753
by
owner:
Sept 16th & 17th
'85 Chrysler LeBaron...solid black, 2-door.
at the late Mr. E.B. Howton home at 1317
• 3 bedroom home, extra
credit.
4389 or 753 5960_
•
large
lot,
bucket seats, auto, full power and air, rear
Olive
1/2 fenced in
Blvd. in Murray, Ky. See auction
8 a.m. - ?
LAI(EFRONT apart
iliBaby bed 8. mattress. care near school and stores
signs at North 12th & Olive and North 14th
defros
t, tilt and cruise, sharpest on the lot.
ment 2 bedrooms, :seats, high chair, child-• 759-1761.
&
Main
St.
WW
sell
some
fine antique furpart
garage, kitchen with
'84 Dodge Charger...We don't know why
•ren's clothes (girls 27.: QUIET suburban reniture, good usable furniture, glass &
treat with little traffic.
appliances furnished. :boys 31),
good ladies• Unbelivable
this one is still here. Air, 5-speed, less than
as it may
Lease and deposit re.
china, silver & sliver plate pieces.
&clothing, other items • sound..
. This three be40,000 miles, sporty, with fuel economy.
quired No children or •
11••••••••••••••• droom, two bath,
Nice old gate leg table & chairs-cherry
with
pets. 4362484 or
rec room is priced only
drop leaf table with 6 rose back chairs2 DAYS
'83 VW GT1. . .peppy gas saver with air,
7537272.
43
Real Estate
in the 60's... includes
small mahogany beaded table & chair-oak
Sept. 17 & 18. 1987
5-speed, AM/FM stereo cassette, runs &
BE your own landlord. spacious three-car port
wash stand-primitive plantation desk.
NOW available Newly This
10 a.m.
that
drives great.
doubles as a rainy
is house sense.
redecorated 2 bedroom
Victorian couch & 2 chairs-small pie crust
This two bedroom town day play area..., extra
Rain or Shine
duplex. Kitchen with
table-slipper rocker-fancy walnut bed'80 Buick LeSabre. . .new car trade, full
house style duplex lot for your garden. Dial
At the junction of 1743 and Highway
range and refrigerator,
45
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
walnu
makes
dress
t
er
with
for
a
glove
good
boxes-w
in
alnut
power & air, AM/FM stereo cassette.
In Pryorsburg, Ky.
large living room with
vestment. Both sides Realtors 753 1492.
chest-bedside tables-beautiful cherry Jenwood burning fireplace,
OFFICE FURNITURE,550 PIEC
rented by professional ROOMY 4 bedroom, 1
ES,
'77 Plymouth Fury...1 owner, 318 V-8, exny Linn bed-cherry night stand-fancy
carpeted throughout.
USED BUT NICE
people. Call Century 21 bath brick with atbedspread-oak dresser-oak 3 drawer chest$200 per month plus Lorett
tra nice & clean. See drive & even talk to
a Jobs Realtors tached 2 car garage,
OFFICE FURNITURE: desk metal
and
deposit. No children or for
old rockers-old pictures & frames-small
your appointment... central gas heat, city
wood, desk chairs, swivel chairs
the previous owner. This one has been
pets 436 2755.
, wood
753 1492.
bookcase-several books-cane bottom
gas, city water. Only 10
chairs and cloth chairs, wood crende
nzas,
cared
for like a baby
minute
s from Murray.
chairs-small round top doll trunk-2 other
2 conference tables, 2- 3, 4. & 5 draw
filing
Just reduced to $39,900.
You Are Invited
trunks-wicker chair-desk & chair-fine
cabinets, metal tables, index files, metal
'75 Chevy Malibu...1 owner, too nice to
Call James at Century
IBM tab files, office valet's, 1 lot of
cherry or mahogany high post bedroom
To The
touch
believe Must see to appreciate.
21
Loretta
Jobs
Real
tone desk phones, typewriters, swede
suit-couch & chairs-matching reclinerscash
tors 753 1492.
register, trash cans, 1 lot of wood 14 beds,
coffee & end tables-color TV-vanity lampsTRUCKS & VANS
good popcorn popper_,,
I BEDROOM house and
table lamps-411 kerosene finger lamp-brass
1
VANS AND MISC: 1982 Ford cargo windo
acres. 9 miles from
2
'86
Plymo
uth Voyager-Mini-Van...local
w
401 Maple Street
candle holders-sliver candle holders-few
town, quiet neighbor
van, 6 cyl straight stick, 1981 Chev,
cargo
1
owner
sterl
new
,
ing
mini-van trade-in, 7 passenger
piece
hood.
s-silver plate pieces3 fireplaces, large
Murray, KY
window van,6 cyl straight stick Both vans
rooms, high ceilings.
figurines-punch
bowl
seatin
are nice and road ready. 7x9 heavy
set-Jac
g,
2
tone
kson
blue, full power & aIr, tilt,
Parvin Hall, Pastor
duty
Shop, other out
ironstone-Tupperware-ruby red dishestrailer or truck beds army surplus
cruise
AM/F
,
M
stereo cassette.
buildings, fencing, or
Sunday Bible Study
Many other items too numerous to mention
brush gold china-other glass & china-stem
2:00 p.m
chard, garden $23,000
Preaching
.2:45 p.m
'85
glasse
Plymo
s-pots
uth
Voyager-Mini-Van. . .1
& pans-nice model 12 Win435-4761.
Thursday Evening
Hobert Keen, Owner
. . .7:DO p.m
chester pump gun-several card tables &
owner, full power & air, travel package that
Independent - Bibie Centered - Missio
Route 4 Mayffeld, Ky. 3782022
nary
chairs-trampoline-fans & heater-luggage49
Used Cars
makes the rear seat into a bed.
753-11500
1442.8302
day bed-golf clubs-lawn chairs-exercise
1977 FORb Pinto, 5600
"WW1,ihrti•"
'85 Chevy 5-10 4X4 Blazer...1 owner, hew
bicycle-microwave oven-vacuum cleanerCall 436 5435
This a the question that Pilate put before Jesus(Vat before
He was
1979 CONTINENTAL
electric power hand tools-shop tools-hand
crucified co the cross In Job Pi 38
off road tires, V-6, ready for the hunting
Real Estate St Auction -Town Coupe, 4 door,
& garden tools-another good clean auction.
"1431 The Teeth"
seaso
n, low mileage
Landau, 1 owner, extra
1 .ovvem4 KY 074-5513. 574.545
Thew are the words of Jesus OUT Lord and Serval'in John
Not responsible for accidents.
146 In that
good. 436 2427.
same verse Jesus said Vo man comet), to the Father
Whatever It takes, we want to be
but by me
Licensed in Ky. & Tenn.
Auction held rain or shine. Lunch
1983 TRANS Am, red,
-The Trate Mali Bate Vas FM,"
availa
ble.
For
T
more
tOps,
infor
your car and truck company
tilt,
matio
77ww are the Nomad Words of Jesus In John 12 Jesus
cruise,
n & your
Franklin J Wilkerson. 874 5560
and the Thith are
power windows.
auction needs. Phone 435-4144. Lynn Grove,
Auctioneer II Real F:state Broker
One and the same and If the 9on therefore shall
male you frwe ye shall
AM/FM stereo cassDale Harrta, 874 5664
be free indeed John I X
Ky.
"ff lesterer Is Tears
Auctioneer• Real Estate Broker
ette, 39,000 + actual
Would mu let us share /mut MAO and the Truth accordtni
r
Fred Nester. 547-11667
to the fiord
To lir
Torn Emery. AS i-ses.
miles,
of God with you VII non'
extra sharp!
Apprentice Auctioneer
our for or 'frock a."
Auctioneer
57900 759 1543 or 753The truth is you are the sinner straInst God and no matter
Or Wilkerson, 674 ittta
how much you
do whether pod or bad you cannot be right with God
0509.
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. 41281
Apprentice Auctioneer
04111441.11-PL VSSOUTI4-000414
nor phase Him out
ude of Jesus ehrtst His only *Men son' Take your place
1986 RED ford Cougar
141If WOOOSI pain IN
Darrell Beane-Terry Paschall-Auctioneers
ii the unand1.$
sinner and repent of your sins and trust Jesus as
Low mileage, new tires
CNN 64I 9661
Noolowa• Noon
your Saviour and be saved
"lily Service Doesn't Cost It Pays"
C.A.A.111111‘t.%.E.EVE.VE.
nghr siTereyov are
Mow Poi ,.e
101auire after 6P.M.. at
161.1.66 I re US 71171
UPI 9•I
753 7605 or 753 0354
•

GLIDDEN

WANTED:
Lumber Logs

Miller's 121
Mini Stomp*

*Four Star*
MOBILE HOME
REPAIR

Dan Taylor

Freddie Poe

Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Cadllx, Ix. of
Paris, 771

Wulff

Household
Sale

Public Auction

The Pride is back in Paris„ .
Even in the used car department!

Thursday, September 17, 1987
at 1:00 p.m.

Carport Sale

Estate Auction
Sat., Sept. 19th, 1987
at 10:00 a.m.

to
to
to

AUCTION

to

Murray Baptist Mission

to

•

Col. Paul Wilkerson
& Sons

to

to

64,

00

Dan Miller-Auctioneer

0
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Benton man arrested by agents

OBITUARIES
Frederick Ulrich Beyer
Frederick Ulrich Beyer, 81, of
Paducah died Monday at 4 a.m. at
Western Baptist Hospital.
Paducah.
He was a director and past
president of McCracken County
Farm Bureau, president of Kentucky Kentucky Horticulture
Society; and director and last
president of McCracken County
Peach Growers Association.

He was preceded in death by his
wife, Mrs. Marjorie Louis Beyer.
Born Nov. 27, 1905. in McCracken
County, he was the son of the late
Ulrich Beyer and Lillie Hunt
Beyer.
He is survived three sons, Dr.
Louis Beyer of Murray and
Charles Beyer and Farrell Beyer
of Paducah; seven grandchildren;
one great-grandchild,

Mrs. Novie Louise Wylie
Services for Mrs. Ncivie Louise
Wylie will be Wednesday at 1 p.m.
in the chapel of Lindsey Funeral
Home, Paducah. Dr. Willis Henson and the Rev. Deward Hurst
will officiate.
Burial will follow in City
Cemetery at Murray.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
Tuesday.
Mrs. Wylie, 64, of 3431 Pines
Rd.. Paducah, died Monday at
8:05 a.m. at Western Baptist
Hospital there.
She had been a member of Lone
Oak First Baptist Church for over
30 years. of Ruth Bible Class of
church, and of Union Carbide
Retirees Association. She was a

former employee of Claussner
Hosiety Mill.
Born April 1, 1923, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
Obie Paschall Cole and the late
Robert A. Cole.
She is survived by her husband,
Paris Edward Wylie; three sons,
Joseph Robert Houston, McAllen,
Texas, Michael Houston, U.S.
Navy, Ruhu, Scotland, and John
Daniel Houston, Paducah; stepdaughter, Mrs. Libby Gibbons,
Yulee, Fla.; stepson, Floyd Wylie,
Paducah; her mother, Mrs. Obie
Cole, Murray; two sisters, Mrs.
Otis (Mavis) C,ohoon, Paducah,
and Mrs. Tommy (Billie Carroll,
Murray; two grandchildren; one
niece.

Foad A. Homra
The funeral for Foad A. Homra
will be Wednesday at 10 a.m. in
the chapel of Hornbeak Funeral
Home, Fulton. The Rev. Paul
Phillips will officiate.
Burial will follow in Fairview
Cemetery there.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
Tuesday).
The family requests that expressions of sympathy lle,.,made to a
favorite charity.
Mr. Homra, 81, died Monday at
his home, 205 Norman St., Fulton.
He and his brother, Fred, owned
and operated Keg Restaurant at
Fulton for over 50 years.
He was a member of Fulton
First United Methodist Church;
president of Fulton Industrial
Board and Fulton Fair Association; a former member of the
board of directors of Fulton
••••••••••
• • • • • • • •••
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Chamber of Commerce, the
Banana Festival Board and Elks
Club.
Mr. Homra was former president and district governor of Lions
Club, and was a recipient of the
Boy Scouts Silver Beaver Award.
Born April 29, 1906, he was the
son of the late Asbir and Adeeba
Homra.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Monira Homra, to whom he had
been married for 57 years; two
daughters, Mrs. Charles (Shirley I
Hamra, Murray, and Mrs. Jean
(Barbara) Smith, Fulton; four
sisters, Mrs. Vicky Hamra, Memphis, Tenn., Mrs. Lillian Naifeh,
Norman, Okla., Mrs. Adeline
Hamra, Lawton, Okla., and Mrs.
Freda Rashid, Manilus, Ill.; one
brother, Fred Homra, Fulton; five
grandchildren; four greatgrandchildren.
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Community...

Prices as of 10 a.m.
Industrial Average
-27.86
Goodyear
Previous Close
2413.04
I.B.M.
Air Products
Ingersoll Rand
41/
1
4 -44
A.T.C.-Class A
271,413 2744A
Jerrico
AT&T
Kmart
32% •/
1
2
Briggs & Stratton
Kroger
33% +44
Chrysler
.43% -1
JCPenney
CS\ Corp
Penwalt
WA -Ye
Dean Foods
311,4 -1
Quaker Oats
Dollar Gen. Store
10B 10/
1
4A
Sears
Exxon
'4444.%
Texaco
Ford
105% -11
/
4
Time Inc.
G.A.F.
17.44
U.S.Tobacco
General Motors
111 .V4
Wal-Mart
GenCorp, Inc.
107% +1
/
4
Wendy's
Goodrich
—
06 -1%
C.E.F. Yield

ordered to appear in U.S. District
Court in Paducah on Oct. 28, 1987
for further court proceedings and
was then released on 850,000
unsecured bond
If Reeves is found guilty on all
three counts, he faces a maximum
penalty of 15 years in prison and a
fine of $210,000. In addition, he
must still pay all taxes plus
penalties and interest owed the
IRS.
This case was investigated by
specials agents of the Criminal InTh
vesetiAgs
astiisotan
t iuv.is
n D
si.oAnttoorn
thyewh
Io
f e
RSis
prosecuting the case is Alexander
T. Taft, Jr

(Cont'd from page 4)

Wednesday,Sept. 16
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at The
'.-.Homeplace-1850; Skywalk at 2
p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
Center.
————
Prepared Childbirth Class will
start at 7 p.m. in third floor education unit of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
————
Thursday,Sept. 17
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at 730 p.m. at lodge hall.
————
Wadesboro Homemakers Club
will meet for lunch at 11:30 a.m.
and meeting at 1 p.m. at Sirloin

Stock Market

414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
753-3366

ed $8,012.16 in taxes
The indictment further stated
that he did not file tax returns for
these years as required by la% nor
pay the tax owed
The indictment also stated that
he had submitted to his employer
forms W-4, employee wttholding
allowance certificates, in 1982 and
1984, falsely claiming that he was
exempt from federal witholding.
In 1983 he failed to submit a form
W-4 to his employer promptly
stating his witholding status.
Following his arrest, Reeves
was brought before U.S.
Magistrate David King in
Paducah for arraignment He was

Thursday,Sept. 17
Stockade
Western Kentucky Regional
Mental Health/Mental Retardation Board, Inc. will meet at 6:45
p.m. at Executive Inn, Paducah.
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Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.

BETTY BOSTON
PAT GOSSUM

GM QUALITY
S1RVtel PARTS

GM

Murray

444.4Pa.4,MMCOO.M“.
helm

The

11.1

etur.

Good
Natghbor
Chary
Star.

641 South

733-2617
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Calloway Monument Co.
1707
West Main

Murray

"We have over 40 years' experience
in design and craftsmenship"
We are here to serve you and your loved ones

1984 Honda Accord
Air, 5-speed, white,
28XXX miles

*5,900"

Call- Jim Smothers or Jennifir Wolff
753-1962

41.

e
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Mr. Beyer was a member of St.
Matthew's Lutheran Church,
Paducah. where the funeral will
be Wednesday at 2 p.m. The Rev.
Dayton Williams will officiate.
Burial will follow in Maplelawn
Cemetery with arrangements by
Roth Funeral Home of Paducah.
Friends may call at the funeral
home until 12 noon Wednesday
when the body will be taken to the
church.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to St. Matthew's
Lutheran Church or to a favorite
charity.

Thomas C. Reeves of Benton
was arrested Friday by special
agents of the Internal Revenue
Service after being charged with
three counts of Federal Income
Tax Evasion, according to
Carolyn Collins, IRS public affairs
officer.
Reeves was charged in a grand
jury indictment return in
Louisville Sept. 10 with attempting
to evade over 122,600 in federal income taxes for 1982-84.
The indictment specifically
stated that in 1982, Reeves had
taxable income of 128,442 65 on
which he owed taxes of $6,377.40.
In 1983, he had taxable income of
$34,966.49 on which he owed taxes
of $8,264.93. And in 1984, he had income of $35,675.82 on which he ow-
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As we begin our 20th year in business
and our second year in our new store, we want to express our
gratitude to our many friends & customers with a special sale.

YOUNG MEN'S
Sweaters

• •
• • •
• •

LADIES—

(One GnJup Reg I 49(no

125.00
Fashion Sweatshirts

Transitional Skirts

Now

30% off
•
•
•
•
•
••
•
••
•
••
•
• •
•
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•
• •
•
• •

20% ,),/

(One Rack)

Denim Jeans
& Jackets

3

0% off

Organically Grown
(One Group)

30%

off

Sweaters
Suits & Coats,
Pants & Shirts
20%

• •
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All
Boys Wear

Buckingham Ray's new store, you've
missed the area's largest and
most modern men's and ladies' specialty store."
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• • • • • ••

20%

MEN'S

All Other Fall
20% (4-f
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FOILK/BLUEGRHSS/TRADITIONHIL
PICK IN WITH

(Saturciay, 6 a.m.)

MUSIC FROM THE 'F',Of\I-T PORCH (Saturday, Ba ni.-noon)
MOUNTAIN STAGE (Saturoay, noon-2 pm)
OUR FRONT PORCH (Saturday, 2 p m.)
MUSIC OF THE BRITISH ISLES (Saturday, 3 p.m.)

DAYTIME CLASSICS (Monday-Friday, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.)
EVENING CLASSICS (Monday-Friday, 7-9 p.m.)
OPUS 57(Sunday, 6-11 am.)
VOCAL CHORDS (Sunday, 7 p.m.)

(Monday -Friday, 5 30 - 9 8.rn )
ALL THINGS CONSIDERED

EASY STREET (Monday - Thursday, 9 p.m.-midnight)
NIGHTBEAT (Friday, 9-11 p.m.)
THE BIG BROADCAST (Sunday, 1-4 p m.)
MARIAN MCPARTLAND'S PIANO JAZZ (Saturday, 5 p

(Saturday, 7 - 88 m., Sunday, 11 a
FRESH AIR

FOCUS ON JAll (Saturday, 6 p m)
THE BLUES- (Saturday, 7 p.m)
JAZZ HORIZONS (Saturday, 6 - 11 p.m )

WKMS 91.3 FM part of NPR
WINS 91.3 FM, the public radio station
licensed to Murray State University, owes
its existence to the efforts of Dr. Ray
Mofield, MSU professor of journalism,
radio-TV and former radio broadcaster.
In the mid-'60s, Mofield, who was then
serving as Assistant to the President,
Ralph Woods, saw the need for a radio
station to provide hands-on training for
students in the communications department. It was a busy time filled with
activity that would shape the broadcast
media as we know them today. Congress
legislated the public broadcast system into
existence and local sources of funding and
support were working to bring it into
reality.
After five years of work, WKMS became

a reality in the spring of 1970, signing on
the air on May U. Dr. Betty Hinton was
the first faculty person in charge of the
station.
Initially the station was housed in Wilson
Hall, pending completion of the new Doyle
Fine Arts Center. It operated on 13,000
watts of power, following a schedule that
matched the school calendar.
FM programming was in its infancy in
those days. WKMS and National Public
Radio, the network created by the Corporation for Public Broadcasting to
strengthen programming in this new
system, grew up together. Strong funding
support in Washington enabled NPR to
become a leader in FM network programming. By the late '70s stations were linked

Advertisement Supplement To The Murray Ledger & Times

in the first satellite interconnect system to
speed transmission of programs and
WKMS had grown to 100,000 watts of
power.
With the maturing of the NPR network,
WKMS gradually added professional staff
persons. Jay Landers, the first student
station manager, continues to be a part of
the system. He now serves as station
manager of WUOL in Louisville. He tops a
long list of MSU graduates working in
broadcasting in the region, state and
nation who began at WKMS.
WKMS now broadcasts over 18 hours
daily 365 days a year and maintains a staff
of eight fulltime professionals as well as
some 25 students and volunteers. The
signal reaches into parts of five states and
WKMS has identified listeners in over 150
communities in that'area.

Jazz Saturday Night — WKMS Style

Susan Stamberg on Sundays

II ith Scott.Chnon

Weekend Edition on Saturdays
gives us a chance to explore
The pace of the week changes on Saturday, and Weekend Edition with Scott
Simon reflects that change. The National
Public Radio program reports up-to-theminute news, but there's also time to get
to the bottom of things. There's plenty of
room for news analysis and personal
matters like health and finance, small
town news, movies, books, sports, and
listener letters too.
"Weekend Edition on Saturdaysi...is
probably the best-written and most entertaining news program on the dial," writes
the Washington Post.
Sirnon is a familiar and seasoned presence in public radio. In its first year, host
and chief correspondent Scott Simon won a
Robert F. Kennedy Journalism Award for
Weekend Edition coverage of racial tension in a south Philadelphia neighborhood,
and a 1986 Silver Cindy award for a report
on conditions at a Texas detention center
run by the Immigration and Naturalization
Service.
Simon. former head of NPR's Chicago

Weekend Edition with Susan
Stamberg is a blend of the best

Bureau, has reported from Central AmerOn Sunday mornings, National Public
ica, the Middle East, India, Europe,
Radio begins the week with a flourish.
Canada and throughout the United States.
Award-winning host Susan Stamberg
Among the broadcast journalism awards
brings together on Weekend Edition a
he has won are the 1979 Major Armstrong
colorful array of guests who discuss a
Award for his report on the American Nazi
range of ideas and issues, from the latest
Party rally in Chicago and a 1978 Unity in
science developments to new American
Media Award for political coverage on All
fads.
Things Considered. He also won a 1982
Whether it is cartoonist Jules Feiffer
national Emmy for "The Patterson
reviewing a movie or veteran journalist
Project," a public television documentary.
Daniel Schorr previewing the coming
Weekend Edition on Saturdays includes
week's
regular discussions with a number of insights news, regular contributors offer
that inform and often entertain.
commentators and critics, including vetThe Maglicrzzi brothers give listeners calleran journalist Daniel Schorr; Robert
in car repair advice from the Goods News
Krulvrich, CBS business reporter; Elvis
Garage; well-known authors write chapMitchell, The Detroit Free Press film
ters of a sequential chain novel; and
critic: and Ron Rapoport, Chicago Sunpuzzle expert Will Shortz baffles listeners
Times sports columnist.
with aural logic games.
The son of comedian Ernie Simon and
Says Stamberg, "Weekend Edition on
actress Patricia Lyons, Simon grew up in
Sundays will combine the style and subChicago, New York, San Francisco, Los stance of
the New York Times 'Arts di
Angeles, Washington, D.C., Montreal and
Leisure' section with the intimacy and
Cleveland. He received his B.A. in 1973 spontaneity
of the old Arthur Godfrey
from the University of Chicago.

M
L
IIIINGS
CONSIDERED

Host Susan Stamberg comes to Weekend
Edition from NPR's All Things Considered, which she co-hosted for 14 years. She
was the first woman to anchor a national
nightly news program. While hosting All
Considered, she was honored with
l
bl
rloiraligast journalism's most prestigious
awards, including the Edward R. Murrow,
the Ohio State, the George Foster Peabody, and the Alfred I. duPont-Columbia
University awards.
Stamberg has worked in public radio for
21 years. Ten of those years are described
in her book, "Every Night at Five: Susan
Starnberg's All Things Considered Book,"
published in 1982. Prior to joining NPR,
she served as producer, program director
and general manager of VAMU-FM, in
Washington, D.C.
A native of New York City, Stamberg
received a bachelor's degree from Barnard College, and has been awarded
numerous honorary degrees including a
Doctor of Humane Letters from Dartmouth College in New Hampshire

CONSIDERED

Renee Montagne familiar voice Robert Siegel co-host of NPR's
on National Public Radio
critically-acclaimed newsmagazine
Renee Montagne is co-host, along with
Robert Siegel, of National Public Radio's
critically-acclaimed newsmagazine All
Things Considered.
Montagne has been an NPR science
reporter specializing in health policy since
1985, and has regularly served as an editor
for NPR's science and national desks. She
has covered a wide range of issues,
including medicine, medical ethics, biology, physics, anthropology, astronomy,
and the U.S. and foreign space programs.
From 1961 to 1965 Montagne was an
independent reporter and producer for
NPR and the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation. She reported and produced news
stories and features, as well as documentaries on the arts, science, and current
affairs.
Montagne's radio career began in 1974,
when she was news director for the San
Francisco community radio station KPOOFM. From 1975 to 1979 she was a reporter
and editor for Pacific News Service in San
Francisco, and in 1980 she was a writer

with ProMedia in New York.
Among those who have honored Montagne's work are the National Association
of Black Journalists, the National Endowment for the Arts, the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting, and Ohio State University.
Montagne has taught graduate level
broadcast writing at New York University.
A member of Phi Beta Kappa, she graduated in 1973 from the University of California at Berkeley with a degree in English.
Covering hard news, the arts, politics,
science — throughout her career, Montagne has sought to get beyond the
obvious, staying away from "star-studded
events," trying to discover the interesting
and the unusual in everyday life.
Montagne's work has always been in
great demand. Bill Abbott, producer of
Weekend All Things Considered, says producers often competed to assign Montagne
to their pieces. "She has an unusual knack
with sound and knows how to capture the
ambience of whatever she's covering."

Robert Siegel, co-host of National Public
Radio's award-winning newsmagazine All
Things Considered, brings more than 20
years of distinguished journalistic experience to his new post.
For the past four years, Siegel served as
director of NPR's News and Information
Department, which produces Morning Edition and Weekend Edition, as well as All
Things Considered.
Siegel first joined NPR as an associate
producer, and was appointed public affairs
editor in 1977 and senior editor in 1978.
From 1979 to 1983, Robert Siegel was based
in Europe as senior editor of NPR's
London Bureau. His other assignments in
Europe included the Solidarity Union
movement in Poland, the French socialist
government and Israeli politics.
A graduate of Columbia College, Columbia University, Siegel's career began at
New York City's WKCR-FM, where he
served as reporter, documentary producer,
announcer, and disc jockey. It was there
that Siegel's reports on demonstrations at

Columbia University received an award
from the Writers Guild of America East.
His next year was spent as morning
newsman and telephone talk-show host for
WGLI Radio, Babylon, New York. From
1971 to 1976, Siegel worked for WRVR
Radio in New York City as a reporter,
host, and then as director of news and
public affairs. While at WRVR, Siegel was
one of a team that received an Armstrong
Award for a series, "Rockefeller's Drug
Law."
Breadth of interest and natural curiosity
drew Siegel to reporting and radio. "It also
struck me as fun, he explains with a
smile. "The only thing I did with any
seriousness in college was radio."
The serious side of journalism struck
Siegel with more force later in his career,
particularly while reporting from NPR's
London bureau from 1979 to 1983. He
traveled widely in Soviet bloc countries,
and his series on the peace movements in
East and West Germany won the coveted
duPont-Columbia University Award

National public. radio
-41111bowak,

he space shuttle Challenger
explodes. The United States bombs
Libya. A presidential campaign concludes as voters head for the polls. When
major events occur, or when important
news stories continue for days at a time,
the National Public Radio News and Information Department's Events Unit steps in
to produce the in-depth coverage that
listeners of Morning Edition, All Things
Considered, and Weekend Edition have
come to expect.
Other examples of this service are the
National Press Club speakers series and
live transmission of presidential news conferences. The Events Unit provides daily
special reports on the congressional hearings on the Iran-Contra affair. These
reports, offering summaries and analyses
of the day's events, may be heard on NPR
member stations nationwide.
National Public Radio is the world's first
noncommercial, satellite radio system. A
private, nonprofit corporation founded in
1971, NPR is also a membership organization serving more than 300 member stations located in 48 states, Puerto Rico, and
the District of Columbia. NPR provides
these stations with programming, distribution, and representation support services..
Based in Washington, D.C., NPR also has
news bureaus in New York, Chicago, Los
Angeles, and London. Douglas J. Bennet is
president of National Public Radio, which
is governed by a Board of Directors
elected by NPR member station representatives.
A recognized leader in broadcast journalism, National Public Radio produces
three award-winning news programs: All
Things Considered, Morning Edition and
Weekend Edition. It also provides cover-

T

age of special live news events and distributes programs, such as Fresh Air,
.produced by member stations and others.
Together, these programs offer comprehensive, daily news coverage enhanced
with interviews, commentaries, and feature reports on politics, the economy, the
arts, and social and cultural trends. Each
program has its own production staff.
A central news gathering operation at
NPR serves all of the daily newsmagazines. It is composed of four units: the
National Desk, which manages staff
reporters around the country and acquires
domestic stories from station and freelance reporters; the Foreign Desk, which
manages NPR's diplomatic coverage in
Washington, its London Bureau, and a
number of freelancers around the world;
the Washington Desk, which is responsible
for covering the federal government and
national politics; and the Science Unit,
which provides reports on health, technology, and research issues.
NPR also offers a full range of performance programming including Performance
Today, a daily music and arts features
magazine. Other performance programs
include classical, jazz, operatic and symphonic presentations, as well as dramatic
productions.
In addition, NPR provides a wide variety
of programs focusing on minorities, the
elderly and the disabled. NPR offers
Enfoque Nacional, America's only nationally-broadcast Spanish-language radio
newsmagazine.
As a membership organization, NPR
represents the interests of its member
stations before Congress, the Federal Communications Commission, and other
national organizations.

with Bob Edwards

Morning Edition an informative
introduction to the day
National Public Radio's Morning Edition
prepares listeners for the day ahead with
up-to-the-minute news, background analysis and commentary, and comprehensive
coverage of arts and sports.
With host Bob Edwards, Morning Edition
has become the morning companion to
millions of Americans, who depend on this
reasoned, informative introduction to the
da b Edwards has hosted Morning Edition since its debut in 1979. He is the
recipient of the 1984 Edward R. Murrow
Award from the Corporation for Public
Broadcasting ''for outstanding contributions to public radio." Before joining
Morning Edition, he co-hosted NPRs evening newsmagazine All Things Considered.
During his tenure with that program he
won a Peabody Award and an Alfred I.
daPont-Columbia University Award.
As host of Morning Edition, Edwards
conducts nearly 800 interviews each year
covering politics, international affairs,
education, labor, economics, sports, the

arts and entertainment.
In addition to anchoring Morning Edition, Edwards has written and produced
several NPR documentaries, including
programs on Appalachia and on broadcaster Edward R. Murrow. He also hosted
a 10-part public television series on the
Spoleto Festival in Charleston, South Carolina.
Edwards, a native of Louisville, Kentucky, received a bachelor's degree from
the University of Louisville and began his
career at a small radio station in New
Albany, Indiana. He produced several
radio documentaries while serving in the
U.S. Army, and was a correspondent in
Korea for the American Forces Radio and
Television Service.
After his stint in the Army, Edwards
moved to Washington, D.C., where he
earned a master's degree in broadcast
journalism from The American University,
and worked as a weekend and evening
anchorman for WTOP-AM, the all-news
CBS affiliate.

Support helps keep WKMS strong, viable
What keeps WKMS strong and viable?
The support that comes from the family of
listeners is a primary force. This support
takes many forms, one of the most important being volunteer assistance with on-air
programming.
Classical music programming is
enhanced with the contributions from C.B.
Hunt, host of Classical Encore (Fridays at
7 p.m.) Dr. Hunt, currently serving as
Interim Dean of the College of Fine Arts
and Communication at Murray State, has
also served in that capacity at Southern
Illinois University and Peabody College,
Nashville.
Jane Snead is a regular substitute on
Daytime Classics. The wife of MSU horn
Instructor Charles "Skip" Snead, she is
also a horn player. She and her husband
perform with both the Paducah and
Owensboro symphony orchestras.

"Daily practice is critical for horn players," Jane states. "Listening to the performances I hear at WKMS is an
inspiration to practice harder."
WKMS recently added Vocal Chords to
the Sunday evening program schedule.
Utilizing the expertise of members of the
MSU vocal music faculty Dr. Carl Rogers,
Dr. Bruce Chamberlain and Randall
Black, this program examines the traditions of classical art songs, choral and
operatic music.
Saturday, when 'music of the people'
dominates the WKMS schedule, much of it
is presented by individuals who donate
their time and talent in su.• art of WKMS.
Linda Horner-Cain has •• •n a volunteer
host on Music From the Front Porch for
over two years. A year ago she was joined
by returning volunteer host Lynn Jarrett.
The two are responsible for four hours of

The staff of WKMS — Clockwise from left: Joe Jackson, seated;
Norris Ragle,
engineer; Margaret Hunt, Bobby Bryan, Kent Jenkins, Ann
Palormo, Mary
Ann Taylor, secretary, Mike Ittithke and Janet Kenney.

programming weekly iSaturday from 8
a.m. to noon). They are also working to
up-grade the folk/bluegrass library at the
station.
This is Lynn's third stint as a program
host. Currently employed in the biology
department at MSU, he has been at the
university since 1983 and been involved
with WKMS much of that time.
Linda is a member of the staff of the
National Scouting Museum. Both admit
that the volunteer commitment can be
demanding. However, knowing they host
one of only a few shows offering this kind
of music to area listeners is also very
rewarding. Phone calls and requests come
in regularly from all over the five-state
area.
Beginning this month two volunteer
hosts will bring a new program to area
listeners. John Griffin and Jim Carpenter
will be heard Saturday evenings at 7 p.m.
with Rhythm St Blues. This program will
focus on one of America's earliest and
continuing jazz forms, presenting music
from the 1920s to today.
Students also volunteer their talents and
host a variety of shows on WKMS,some of

Jane Snead, substitute host for Day_1 time Classics.
_
‘

which defy pigeon-holing into a specific
'type.' That is one of the missions of public
radio according to manager Janet Kenney.
WKMS has two shows which have established themselves with young people in the
region -- Soulflight (Fridays from 11 p.m.2 a.m.) and Beyond the Edge (Saturdays
11 p.m.-2 am.)
Soulflight features an upbeat array of
contemporary pop, soul and rap selections
designed to give listeners a 'club atmosphere' in their homes.
Beyond the Edge describes itself as
offering "forward music for modern
people." Over the years the hosts have
played music 'ahead of its time' in the
eyes of commercial stations. Several
groups such as U-2, Talking Heads and
R.E.M. were heard on this program for a
long time before they gained commercial
popularity.
Added together this variety of voices and
talents combines to give an added richness
to the "WKMS Sound." It also strengthens
the image of public radio in the region. "It
isn't for some small, select group of
people," Kenney states. "It's for everyone."

Volunteer hosts Linda Homer-Cain
and Lynn Jarrett plan music for
Music From the Front Porch.
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Margaret Hunt and Joe Jackson are
hosts for Daytime Classics, heard 9 a.m.-4
p.m. Monday-Friday. Both began their
radio careers as volunteers — Margaret
with WS1U in Carbondale and Joe with
WKMS in 1977. Margaret is classical music
producer and Joe is operations director at
the station. Bobby Bryan is host of Easy
Street (Monday-Thursday, 9 p.m.-midnight) and The Big Broadcast (Sunday, 1-4
p.m.) Bobby went to WKMS to volunteer
his time and talents to produce a show on
the Big Band Era in 1979 and has been
there ever since. He now oversees all jazz
programming on WKMS. Kent Jenkins is
news and public affairs director and host

t lie faces beh ind hit'

of Morning Edition Thursday and Friday
mornings and Ou,r Times, Sunday at 5 p.m.
A graduate of MSU, Kent began his
involvement with WKMS while a student
and has been on staff for two years. Mike
flonciay
6:00
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News and Information
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7:00
8:00

Rathke is annotinceyproducer and host of
Moraing Edition Moy-Wednesday, Opus
87, Sunday 8-11 z. in. and Nightbeat Friday
9-11 p.m. The new kid on the ble,ck,"
Mike came to WKMS a yerr age
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Saturdays have a new look at WKMS.
The end of live broadcasts of "A Prairie
Home Companion" meant adjustments
had to be made in the Saturday evening
program schedule.
"Saturday evenings were made for
jazz!" declares Bobby Bryan, the station's jazz producer. "Replacing 'A
Prairie Home' isn't easy but 'Marian
McPartland's Piano Jazz', the show now
airing at 5 p.m., has the widest public
radio syndication of any jazz show. Her
informal, informaVve interview/performance style program fits perfectly
there."
"At 6 p.m. we now offer 'Focus on
Jazz' hosted by Kent Jenkins," Bryan
continued. "This program provides an
hour-long look at individual artists,
showing the growth and evolution of
their styles."
Two volunteer hosts, Jobn Griffin ivid
Jim Carpenter, have returned with a
new show,"The Blues,''heard at 7 p.m.
This program explores one of America's

earliest and continuing jazz forms:
rhythm and blues, from the 1920s to the
present.
"Jazz Horizons" comes along at 8 p.m.
This program of contemporary jazz and
jazz fusion is hosted by Murray State
University students Darryl Anderson
and Trent Tuffin.
This traditionally a student-hosted
show. Both Darryl and Trent have
strong music performance backgrounds
as well as keen interests in jazz. Darryl,
a junior broadcasting major from
Clarksville, TN, performs with the MSU
jazz bands and is active in Phi Mu
Alpha. Trent came to Murray State a
year ago from Kentucky State where he
also hosted a jazz show on the campus
station. He is a senior vocal music
education major.
With the addition of these programs.
Bryan feels WKMS now covers all the
"jazz" bases, a goal he has been striving toward for eight years.

John Griffin (left)
Jim Carpenter (right) volunteer hosts of THE BLUES, a new
program heard Saturday evening at 7 p.m. on WKMS-FM 91.3.

Local fundraising tas, critically important to a public radio station. WKMS
sponsors two Friendship Festivals to gain support from listeners. Everyone
takes a turn answering telephones during those events. Station manager Janet
Kenney and student worker Angela Johnson receive pledges from listeners
during last spring's festival.

Funding WKMS-FM 91.3
WKMS-FM 91.3 is the public radio station serving western Kentucky, northwest
Tennessee, southern Illinois, a portion of
southeast Missouri and the southwest tip of
Indiana. It is licensed to Murray State
University, which provides 50% of the
operating money required to keep a 100,000
watt FM station on the air 365 days a year.
In the fiscal year 1986-87, WKMS spent
;314,000. According to station manager
Janet Kenney, over $195,000 went to programming-related expenses. That covers
salaries for the five on-air hosts and cost
Radio and American Public Radio.
Over $45,000 went into engineeringrelated expenses. The station begins this
fiscal year with a new audio board in the
control room designed to get the
"squeaks" out of the sound which comes
across the radio dial. Strong, clean sound
has long been a trademark of this station
and constant up-grading is required to
maintain it.
The remaining expenses were for promotion/development and administration func-

tions. Both of these are vital to the station
if audience growth, which is a necessity,
becomes a reality. WKMS gets approximately 25% of its funding directly from the
people it serves — the Listeners. This
comes in the form of individual and
corporate gifts and underwriting from
area businesses and professionals.
The strength of local funding determines
the amount of money the station receives
from the Corporation for Public Broadcasting. The stronger the local support, the
more federal support (but the 001
number of federal dollars has been declining in recent years.)
According to Promotions and Development Director Ann Palorrno, it is critical
to maintain and increase the level of local
support to protect WKMS from any unexpected reduction in funding horn other
sources. "Public radio is a service offered
to everyone without any up-front charges.
We hope the listeners understand and
appreciate how important it is for them to
support the service they use."

